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Sources Say R

viitifon Slated At Today's Regents Meeting

Beamer To Get Nod As MSU Head Coach

By DAVID HIBBITIN
Sports Editor

Murray State assistant coach and
defensive coordinator Frank Beamer
will be recommended for the head football coaching job when the Board of
Regents meets at 1:30 p.m. today, a
source close to the university told The
Murray Ledger & Times yesterday.
Beamer has been thought to be the
top candidate for the position since
Mike Gottfried, who accepted the head
coaching job at the University of Cincinnati Thursday, recommended him
as his replacement.
"I am a candidate for the head
coaching job," Reamer said, "I have
talked with both Dr.(Constantine) Curris ( MSU's president and Dr. (Marshall) Gordon MSU's vice-president for
university services), and I firmly

believe that their decision will be what
is best for the University."
Beamer,contacted as he was preparing for a trip to watch Scott Travis of
Glasgow High School in a basketball
game tonight,is in the midst of a heated
recruiting schedule.

"We have a good group of kids here,"
Beamer said about the state of transition. "Anytime there is a change, there
are going to be some things that do not
run as smoothly."
Beamer has been in the spotlight as
the probable successor to'Gottfried
since this past spring when Gottfried
announced that he was leaving for an
assistant coaching position at Arizona.
During that period of uncertainty as
the team was preparing for spring
practice, Beamer had had similar talks
with Curris and Gordon before Gott-

fried reversed his decision.
But after coaching his third team to a
9-2 record, including a 13-9 win over
Louisville and a 49-0 rout of Ohio Valley
Conference champion Western Kentucky, Gottfried is leaving the MSU program on more solid footing than he
would have been before.
"I consider myself fortunate to have
worked under coach Gottfried,"
Beamer said. "I have nothing but good
things to say about the way he treated
me.
"I want to wish him the best at Cincinnati. Some people are meant to be
successful,and he is one of them."
Gottfried has indicated that if
Beamer is not offered the MSU head
coaching job, he might attempt to lure
him to Cincinnati as his defensive coordinator.

A story in The Courier-Journal
yesterday quoted Gottfried as saying
that he will be taking secondary coach
Ron Zook with him to Cincinnati. MSU
assistants Jay Bonds and Mike Clark
are also considered top candidates as
Gottfried's assistants.
Reamer came to Murray State ku
as Gottfried's defensive cooratar
after the two had stayed in contact with
each other the year before so that Gottfried could begin implementing the tar- '
tics of the wide tackle six defense.
Beamer had been the defensive coordinator for the previous two years at
The Citadel, where he was first hired to
the secondary in 1973.
Beamer began his coaching career at
Radford High School in Virginia, where
he worked three years before accepting
a graduate assistant position at the
University of Maryland for one year.

FRANK REAMER
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At Press Conference Today

Bill Teuton Named As
New Chamber Director

GOING IN STYLE - These Murray State University students took a trip downtown
Christmas shopping via the
Murray-Calloway Coupty Transit Authority bus. Two transit buses, funded federally
and by the city and county
governments, are available from 76a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday. The
authority's phone number is 7539725.

Transit Authority In Operation
But Identity Problem Reported
The Murray-Calloway County Transit
Authority has an identity problem.
According to Sue Morris, transit
system director, many people in the
community identify the system as part
of the Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens organization.
"Although our office works closely
with the senior citizens group in addition to several other community
groups, We are a public countywide
transportation service for all city and
county residents," Mrs. Morris said.
The transit authority was established
in May by resolutions of the Murray City Council and Calloway County Fiscal

Court. Funds for the authority were
provided through a Section 18 grant of
the federal government.
Eighty percent of the administrative
cost is federally funded, while the city
and the county pay for the other 20 percent. Half of the operational cost is paid
federally, and the city and the county
foot the bill for the other half.
The authority is governed by a board
of eight, four of which were appointed
by the city and four by the county. Joe
Dyer is chairman of the board. Other
board members are Joe Dyer, Skip
Neale, Kathryn Jackson, Duff Erwin,
Pete Whaley, Jerry Key, Max Bailey

inside today
Murray High and Calloway County each were on the losing ends of
basketball games Friday. For photos and complete details of each game,
see today's sports section.
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Mostly sunny and pleasant today with highs in the upper 40s.
Clear and cold tonight with lows
in the upper 20s. Mostly sunny
with highs again in the upper 40s
Sunday. Winds morthwesterly at
10 to 15 miles an hour today, and
light and westerly tonight and
Sunday.

and Dave Howell.
The system, which has two buses running from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday, is operated now on a
call-in basis. The phone number is 7539725.
Mrs. Morris said plans are under way
to start an early morning route at 6:30
for commuters to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, Landoll Ltd., FisherPrice, and other businesses.
Fares are $1 per person within the city and $2 per person for transportation
to points within the county. "Plans are
to lower our prices as demand for the
service grows," Mrs. Morris said.
"As soon as we are able to find out the
transportation needs and daily
schedules of the citizens who need our
service, we will be able to serve them
better with fixed routes and less expensively," she continued. -For example,
six people in the county commuting at
the same time probably would have a
cheaper rate."
There is a daily schedule run to Concord at state line at 7:40 a.m, and returning in the afternoon at 3. A schedule
for Murray State University will be announced in January,she said.
The board is presently trying to
establish pickup points in Hazel, Dexter, Coldwater, Kirksey, Almo and
Stella for one day a week.
"People who have standing doctor's
appointments could also use the service," Mrs. Morris pointed out. "The
local doctors have said they could work
with our office in arranging the appointments."

Bill L. Teuton, a native of West Tennessee, was named this morning as the
new executive director of the MurrayCalloway County Clamber of Commerce.
The announcement was made at a 10
a.m, press conference by Paul Kiesow,
current chamber president.
Teuton, a native of Jackson, Tenn.,
presently lives in Martin with his wife,
Mary Elizabeth, and three daughters.
He is a graduate of the University of
Tennessee at Martin and the Industrial
Development Institute of the University
of Oklahoma.
Teuton's past experience, as outlined
by Kiesow, includes:
• Executive vice president of the
Weakley County Chamber of Commerce, 1963-66.
• Executive director of a committe
of 100 in Chattanooga, Tenn., 1966-71.
• Industrial Development Division of
the State of Tennessee, 1971-73. During
the last year he was responsible to the
governor for all industrial development
in Tennessee.
• Vice president for economic
development for Union Planters Bank
of Memphis, Tenn., 1973-75.
• President of DLD Associates, a
Martin-based private consulting firm,
from 1975 to the present.
Kiesow also listed the final professional accomplishments earned by
Teuton:
-- Named outstanding Young Man of
America in 1964.
President of Tennessee Industrial
Development Council, 1968-69.
President of the Southern Industrial Development Council, 1974.
Director of the American Industrial Development Council, 1975-79.
Assistant Dean, Industrial
Development Institute, University of
Oklahoma,at present.
"Bill's work experience and professional record is very impressive,"
Kiesow said. "In the interview sessions
your board had with Bill, we were very

WCW5TOCK TELLS ME
THERE ARE ONLY ii
SHOPPING PAYS LEFT
'TIL CHRISTMAS!

impressed with his ideas on how to help
us build our community. Bill's tremendous energy an enthusiasm was apparent to all of us."
Prior to telling those gathered at the
press conference that Teuton had accepted the appointment, Kiesow explained the reorganization that has
taken place within the local chamber
during the past year.
-Prior to 1980 our community had it
pretty good," Kiesow said. "...But 1980
was different. We had already suffered
the loss of Calloway Manufacturing, but
Fisher-Price was expanding so things
weren't so bad.
"That was until April, when all of that
was changed with the Tappan announcement of its impending closing,"
Kiesow said."The loss of our largest industry with its ten million dollar payroll
was monumental."
Kiesow said it was at this time that
the chamber board began to restructure its priorities and decided that the
first priority of the chamber should be
industrial development.
Kiesew said the chamber knew, if it
hoped to accomplish what it had set out

Iranian Statement Dims
Hopes That Hostages Will
Be Home For Christmas
By The Associated Press
Iran says America's latest response
to its hostage demands was "basically
positive," but one official said further
indirect negotiations would be needed
before the 52 Americans are freed. The
statement appeared to dim hopes that
the hostages would be released before
Christmas.
Behead Nabavi, head of a government commission on the hostage crisis,
was quoted in an interview published
today as saying Iran is preparing new
suggestions on how the United States
can meet its four conditions for the
hostages' release.
Nabavi's deputy, Ahmed Azizi, was
quoted by the official Pars news agency
as paying the U.S. response was
"basically positive.

eO eattffe

to do, additional funds would be needed.
He related the story of how Rainey T.
Wells organized a fund drive that
resulted in the collection of $100,000 that
firmed the establishment of Murray
State University here.
"This beginning tells the story of our
community," Kiesow, who is general
manager of the local Fisher-Price Toy
plant said.
"Today we see the same thing
demonstrated," Kiesow said. "The
chamber said to its membership and
the community that we needed greater
fiscal resources in order to do the job.
We started 1980 with approximately a
$30,000 budget and now we are entering
1981 with a $58,000 budget and cash on
hand of $14,000.
"This is a drastic turn-around and
demonstrates the community support,"
Kiesow said.
Chamber director Sammy Parker
was in charge of the search for the new
director.
Also scheduled on the program were
Calloway County Judge-executive
Robert 0. Miller, Mayor Melvin B.
Henley and MSU president Dr. Constantine Curris.

Jomhuri e Islam) newspaper quoted
Nabiavi as saying Iran's new suggestiors would be contained in its response

to a U.S. message delivered Dec. 4 by
Algerian diplomats.
Iran's Parliament, the Majlis, announced Nov. 2 the hostages, now in
their 14th month of captivity, would be
freed if the U.S. government pledged
not to interfere in Iran's affairs, released more than $8 billion in Iranian assets
frozen in U.S. banks, cancelled all U.S.
lawsuits against Iran and returned the
wealth of the late Shah Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi and his nearest relatives.
In other developments, Pars said Iranian troops killed or wounded at least 66
Iraqis today in the western highlands.
It gave no Iranian casualty figures for
the fighting, now in its 83rd day. Both
countries claimed tank assaults on each
other's positions and renewed
paratroop battles in the southern province of Khuzistan. Iran said Friday it
executed six people for collaborating
with Iraq.

'Dickens Christmas' Scheduled In Press Alley December 18-20
For the second year the community
event, "A Dickens Christmas," will be
held in Press Alley located between
fourth and 5th Streets, directly north of
the court square. The event will take
place Thursday, Dec. 18, from 5 to 9
p.m.; Friday, Dec. 19, from 5 to 9 p.m.;
and Saturday, Dec. 20 from Ito 6 p.m.
Su/an and Bill Hart, who originated
the idea, will again head the steering
committee consisting of A. W. Simmons, Jr., Libby Hart, Margaret
:i-rthan and David Roos.
"Litterally hundreds of local people
are involved in pliuming and carrying
out the three-day festivities and that is
what we credit last year's success to,"

commented the Harts. "There is even
more participation from community
groups and individuals this year which
will make the celebration a continual
holiday setting of sights, sounds, and
smells," they added.
r The alley will again be decorated
with natural greenery in the form of s
pine and holly garlands, giant wreaths,
and living trees, which will be lighted
by small white lightS.. Larry. Doyle, a
forester from Land Between the Lakes,
is coordinating a "greens gathering
group" to obtain the necessary greens
from areas that need thinning in the
parks area.
Volunteer workers will meet in the

First Christian Church basement to
construct the decorations and anyone
who wishes to help may join themMonday, Tuesday or Wednesday,.fr(im 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. The Murray-Calkway
County Senior Citizens group is rnting
the many bows needed on the wr • ths
and garlands.
"Each evening will hold a variety of
activities with music presented by different choirs, choruses, Individuals and
ensembles. The Memorial Baptist
Church puppeteers will hold a performanfe each day,a how young children
enjoyed thorollghly last 'year," Mrs.
Hart stated.
Downtown churches, located within a

block of the downtown area, will have
their sanctuaries open from 5 to 9 p.m.,
Thursday, Dec. 18,for a walking tour in
conjunction with the celebration.
The churches will be decorated for
Christmas with candles burning and
Christmas music playing. "This part of
the celebration is to remind people of
the true meaning of Christmas," Dr.
David Roos, coordinator of the church
tea,said.
Some of the highlights of this year's
Dickens Christinas will be the Muledrawn buckboard owned and driven by
Glenn Kelso. Free rides Around the
downtown square will be offered to
children of all ages. Ye Olde Roaster
r.

_

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Pig will be roasted on a spit donated by
the Four-Wheel Drive Club and served
Friday evening to those attending.
Free cookies will be given from
costumed vendors and drinks of hot
spiced tea, hot chocolate, and coffee
will be available from a booth manned
by the Murray High Band Booster's
Club. Candied apples and popcorn will
be sold by costumed members of
Medical Explorer Post 803.
.
Again this year Ebenezer Scrooge,
played convincingly by Dr. Mark
Malinauskas of Murray State University, will be seen scowling at all merrymakers eech eveningr The craft of
candle dipping will be demonstrated

each evening, and a very special booth
manned by the Murray-Calloway County Humane Society will be offering pet
adoptions.
"City and county officials, along with
the Murray Electric 4stem, are making an all-out effort to see that the alley
is attractively cleaned and decorated
for the atmosphere a Dickens
Christmas protrays," stated the chairman of the event.
"Everyone is invited to come by during the three-day celebration as the effort made to create a truly olde time
Christmas feeling is the primary
thought behind the project," a
spokesman for the committee said.
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Community Happenings

Your Individual

Saturday, Dee. 13
Church wide potluck supper
by the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will be held
at 6 p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House.

Horoscope
— Frances Drake —

-

FOR MONDAY,DECEMBER 15,1980
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Though the time is lire far

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

making social plans, by day's
end you may not be in a party
mood. Get sufficient rest.
Avoid worry.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Day brings progress
through work and a sense of
accomplishment. You may
wish a close tie were more excited about your progress.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You'll gain more satisfaction from leisure-time activities than career now. A
family member may be down
in the p.m.
LEO
(July 2.3 to Aug. 22)
A good time for seeking a
mortgage or home improvement loan. Creative work goes
well. Watch ideological
disagreements.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Romance and partnership
activities favored. Later, a
disappointment could arise
over a financial matter. Work
together.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 —
The a.m. brings financial
improvement and success at
work. Communications are
favored, but don't be overly
critical of a close tie.

u4°-

!
IPA

ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 'Privacy abets accomplishment. Good news from a
distance. A close ally may not
follow through on a promise.
Watch p.m. blues.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)

rgoin Matinees
St. & Sun.-2:00 min 1
Cheri & Cine MIATOALUI
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N Next Movie
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SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 toNov.21)
You'll meet with new
romantic prospects or have a
happy time with existing ties.
Neither of you should overdo.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 72 to Dec. 21) 31(
A friend may be critical of a
loved one. Domestic projects
are favored. Social life has ups
and downs. Try for harmony.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22toJan. 19) V
Socialize now and you'll
meet with new friends and
romance. Career progress indicated, but don't forget consideration for family.
AQUARIUS
".4„.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
An excellent time for improving career and money
prospects. Social life is
favored, but one friend may be
somewhat indifferent.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
School and travel matters
are favored. Also, you'll meet
with business improvement.
Panthers may seem demanding. Avoid conflicts.
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Winter Horse Show, sponsored by the New Providence
Riding Club, will start at 4:30
p.m. at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center, College Farm Road,
Murray.
Coldwater Baptist Church
Women will meet to take
Christmas stockings to the
Long Term Care Unit of the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital this afternoon.

412

Ends Does

7'00,9:10

Murray Chapter of Full
Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship International will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the Colonial House Smorgasbord. All
men, women,and children are
invited.

Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
Christmas Madrigal Dinner,
sponsored by Gamma Delta
Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha, will
be at 7:30 p.m. in Recital Hall
Annex of Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Christmas
Medley at 8 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitors Center with
reservations required; Hunting Waterfowl With Gun or
Camera at 2 p.m. at Center
Station.

RICHARD
and
PRYOR

dress up as woodpeckers
and get
framed
for
robbing
a bank...
and
when
the.,
discover
that
prison
life is for
the birds
they go...

,
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Calloway County High
Scliool and Middle School
Bands will present a
Christmas concert at 2 p.m. in
the high school cafeteria. This
is free and open to the public.

A Columbia Pictures Release

Singing will be-held at 2:30
p.m. at the Pleasant Valley
Church of Christ, located five
miles east of Murray on
Highway 280. The public is invited.

Need Cash For Christmas?
We pay cash for:
WHITE OR
YELLOW

Gold

'MKT. 14KT, 1 8KT or 22KT
POCKET WATCHES,
CLASS RINGS,PINS
WRIST WATCHES,
WEDDING BANDS.
DENTAL GOLD
AND GOLD COINS

GOLD AND SILVER
BOUGHT REGARDLESS
OF CONDITION.
COIN PRICES ARE ASSUMING
"GOOD" CONDITION.
PRICES CHANGE WITH THE
DAILY MARKET FillICE
Hwy. 6(11
753 2682
•

Family Night Supper and
Candlelighting service will be
at 6 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church.
Events at First Christian
Church will include After
School Bible Club Dress
Rehearsal at 4 p.m., Hanging
of the Greens at 4:30 p.m.,
After School Bible Club Program at 5 p.m., potluck dinner
at 5:30 p.m., God Squad program at 6 p.m., and Santa
Claus at 6:30 p.m.
Potluck luncheon and
fellowship will follow the morning worship service at the
First Presbyterian Church.
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church Youth will
be in charge of the services
from 10 a.m. to 12 noon. A
potluck luncheon will follow
the noon service.
Monday,Dec. 15
Bluegrass State CB Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at Big Joe's
Family Restaurant.

U.S. SILVER COINS
THRU
1964
OR ANYTHING MARKED

Silver

"STERLING",925 or 999
WE ALSO BUY MOST
BUYING
COSTUME JEWELRY DIAMONDS
10 POINTS
(GOOD
On OVER
CONDITION)
HALVES 65 THRU 69
CANADIAN
DIMES,
QUARTERS
It HALVES
THRU 1966

MURRAY PLAZA COURT 95 Daily
Except Sundays
Room 10
••••••••w,

Tuesday,Dec. 16
Murray TOPS ( take off
pounds sensibly ) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.

tions for the Christmas
Celebration on Dec. 16 at 10
a.m, at the University Branch
of the Bank of Murray should
be made by today with Shirley
Winters, 753-7745, or Meredith
Zehr,753-9618.
membership
General
meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Community
Theatre will be held at 7:30
p.m. at the old freight depot in
the Murray-Calloway Park.
The executive board will meet
at 6:30 p.m.

Music program will be
presented at meeting of the
Southwest Calloway PTC at 7
p.m.
UAW Local 1068 Retires,
along with other retires of
other local unions, will have a
covered dish supper and party
at 5:30 p.m. at the First Christian Church.
Christian Women's Club of
Murray will have a Christmas
Celebration from 10 a.m. to 12
noon at the University Branch
of the Bank of Murray. Call
Shirley Winters or Meredith
2ehr for information.
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DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are already fighting
about how to spend New Year's Eve. I love celebrating with
people, and he's just the opposite_ He hates nightclubs and
big parties. He says he can't stand the noise and the smoke.
His idea of a perfect New Year's Eve is to take me to a
motel, open a bottle of champagne and watch a stag movie
on closed circuit television. That's what we did last year. I
told him I wasn't going to do that number again this year,
and he said,"In that case, I'll sign up to work on New Year's
Eve." (He's with the police department.) He is very
stubborn, but I can be stubborn, too. I'm 33 and he's 36. How
do you suggest we settle this?
MISMATED IN MICHIGAN
DEAR MISMATED: Alternate. One year, you select
the New Year's Eve entertainment, and the next
year, it's his turn. But between you and me, lady, I
know a lot of wives who would consider your
"problem" a picnic.
DEAR ABBY: I am hoping this letter reaches all the
freeloaders and pests who impose on relatives who live in
Florida.
When my husband retired we bought a lovely mobile
home here. Our relatives think we are running a motel. They
show up bag and baggage at our door,saying they can't find
a motel room. They come in January and February — at the
height of the season — when it's impossible to get accommodations, so who gets the pests? We do.
I am so disgusted I want to sell. We have one bedroom and
one bath and, I'm sorry to say, also a sleep sofa in the living
room that we bought for our two grandchildren. When my
two sons and their wives visit, they take a motel room for
themselves, and I keep the little ones.
We've had this problem for over five years, and when
December comes we get "butterflies" because I know we will
be having visitors from the north.
Abby, how do you tell people, without hurting their
feelings, that they are imposing on you? One couple has
been coming for four years now. They make two or three
one-week visits per year.
FED UP IN FLORIDA

Free blood pressure check
will be from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
at the Seventh-day Adventist
Church, Sycamore at South
15th Streeets.

TUCKER BOY
Brad Lanmon is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen Tucker of Mayfield
Route 4 for their baby boy
born on Sunday, Dec. 7, at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Nick Tucker of Mayfield
Route 4 and Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Carlisle of Mayfield.

DEAR FED UP: No one can impose on you (not
twice anyway) without your cooperation. If people
who show up uninvited are welcomed with open
arms, they can't be blamed for assuming they are
welcome. You must either get up the courage to tell
them you are no longer accommodating houseguests,
or suffer the consequences. The meek shall not only
inherit the earth, they shall also inherit a lot of
freeloaders — especially when they live in Florida.
Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
"What Every Teen-ager Ought to Know." Send $2
and a long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Aspirin and a
---Z-11 woman's stroke
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1 p.m. to 5 p.m. On Sunday

and since most of us bathe
daily, cleanliness is no more
of a problem than brushing
one's teeth. Is there any harm
in not doing it and leaving it
up to the child when he is
older? Would an anesthetic be
used then?
DEAR READER — If the
area is kept absolutely clean
it is unlikely there will be a
problem. The danger is cancer
of the head of the penis later
in life if proper hygiene has
not been followed. The other
problem in some older men is
that a redundant foreskin may
dry up and shrink to the point
that it prevents normal
hygiene and may even cause
constriction. The skin can be
slit at that time if that should
occur. Usually in an adult or
older male a general
anesthetic is used for a
circumcision. It is not necessary in the newborn.

•• V

TREASURE HOUSE
WILL BE OPEN

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

Secretartes Will
Have Luncheon At
Dakota,On Monday

ITO ren

New Year's Eve Renews
Old Year's Quarrel

HEALTH

DEAR DR. LAMB -- A few
months ago I had a light
stroke. I went to the hospital
and the nurse took my blood
pressure and it was 220 over
90. Could this pressure have
caused the stroke? The next
morning I was up and feeling
fine. The doctors kept me in
the hospital for five days and
took about 15 X-rays, then
sent me home. The doctor said
the arteries in my neck were
giving me trouble.
He advised me to take eight
Ascriptin tablets every day
the rest of my life. Do you
think I should take that
"Yuletide Songe Feaste" amount every day, as I am
will be held at 6:30 p.m. at the feeling fine?
DEAR READER — You
Calloway County High School.
were very fortunate. You may
This second madrigal dinner have had a transient ischemic
is sponsored by the Choral attack (TIA) which causes the
Group at CCHS.
symptoms of a stroke but the
symptoms are of very short
Youth Prayer Breakfast will duration and there is no residbe at 7:30 a.m, at the ual damage. These are often
Fellowship Hall of the First associated with disease in the
arteries in the neck.
Baptist Church.
Anyone with such a history
should
have an evaluation by
l*ty Sledd Group of the
a neurologist. Some people
hilt Baptist Church will meet with these symptoms and disat 9 a.m. with Mrs. Herb Case. ease in the arteries in the
Dorothy Moore Circle of neck should have the blockage
removed by surgery. That can
First Presbyterian Church help to prevent a full stroke
will meet at 7:15 p.m. at the with its resulting disability.
home of Dorothy McKenzie.
There are a lot of things a
person can do to prevent a
stroke
and these are discussed
"Holiday Connections" will
be the program at the in The Health Letter number
16-6, What You Need To Know
Calloway County Library Arts About Strokes, which I am
Annex at 4 p.m. This is free sending you. Others who want
and open t4 the public. Open this issue can send 75 cents
house will b from 1 to 5 p.m. with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
at the arts a nex.
me, in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
Suitable small doses of
aspirin do seem to help in preventing strokes in men who
have had TIAs or recurrences
in men who have already had
The Murray Chaptertif Naa stroke. The Food and Drug
tional Secretaries Association, Administration reviewed the
International, will have its available information on asp)
Christmas party on Monday, rin in the prevention of
Dec. 15, at 12 noon at Dakota strokes.and stated specifically
that there was no evidence
Feed and Grain.
that aspirin reduced .the risk
All members are urged to
of strokes in women (FDA
attend and to bring a guest Drug Bulletin, Feb. 1980). The
with them.
reason for giving you Ascrip
At the Nov. 17th meeting tin is for its aspirin content
held at the Boston Tea Party, and in view of the FDA's find
the program was presented by ings, I see little reason for you
to continue it. This report
the Front Porch Swing, a from the FDA came out after
group of women singing your doctor put you on the
barber shop style with Lamle medicine so it was not avail
Clark as the director.
able to him at that time, Talk
about-it_
Twenty-mw a members iia&-*-4
--0
•
• EAR DR. LAMB — I an
guests were present.
expecting my first child Soon
and would like some informaGUILLOTINED
tion on the pros and cons of
Madame Du Barry
the circumcision. I realize more
mistress of King Louis XV of and more people are choosing
France — was guillotined in not to do it They feel the
1793.
foreskin is there for a reason

N.

Dealt)

Tuesday, Dec. 16
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753-5995 or 4354385.

•
"tea:.
Men's Prayer BreaR*Wtif
gIbS Support Group will
Methodist
United
First
the
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Church will be at 7 a.m.
Calloway County Health
Center. This is for all persons
Mothers' Morning Out will who have lost a child through
be at 9 a.m. at the First United the sudden death syndrome,ilMethodist Church.
lness, or accident. Note
change of date for this month.
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
Second night of madrigal
have its Christmas dinner dinner, "Yuletide Songe
with Margaret Taylor at 11 Feaste," will be at 6:30 p.m.
a.m.
by the Calloway County High
School Choral Department.
Party
Christmas Caroling
for the children of the
Murray Assembly No. 19
Memorial Baptist Church will Order of the Rainbow Girls
be at 3 p.m.
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Senior Adult Fellowship of
the First Baptist Church will
Alcoholics Anonymous will
have a potluck luncheon at 12 meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
noon at the fellowship hall.
of the Livestock and Exposition Center.
Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of Sinking Spring
Murray Optimist Club will
Baptist Church will meet at 7 meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston
p.m. in the home of Judy Tea Party.
Smotherman.
Senior Citizens centers will
Bible Journaling Group of be open as follows: Dexter at
First Christian Church will 9:30 a.m.; Hazel and Douglas
meet at the home 'of Mr. and from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., at 7 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
p.m.

Front Porch Swing is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the First Christian Church.

Sunday, Dec. 14
Events at Land Between the
Murray Lodge No. 15 Free
Lakes will include Feeding
and Sheltering Winter Birds at and Accepted Masofis will
1:30 p.m. and Shoreline Bird meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
Search at 3 p.m., both starting hall.
at Center Station.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Closing performance of 7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
"Little Women" by the Com- North Seventh and Olive
munity Theatre will be at 2 Streets.
p.m. at the old freight depot,
Hazel and Douglas Centers
Murray-Calloway Park.
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
Voices of Praise, Murray p.m. for activities by the
State Gospel Choir, will have Senior Citizens. I.unch will be
its anniversary meeting at 3 at 11:45 a.m. at Hazel and at 12
p.m. at the Student Center, noon at Douglas.

Christmas program by
students and choirs of Linda
Wright will be at 3 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist Church. The public is
invited and there is no charge.

GENE WILDER • RICHARD PRYOR STIR CRAZY
• xe, on,t. Produt ur \it L‘wILIE TUCKER
hu HA\\AEI

Art Glass Workshop for
students and interested
observers will have its closing
session from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at the ceramics studio next to
Swann Hall, North 16th Street.
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will entertain
the pre-school children with a
party from 10 a.m. to 12 noon
at the church. Santa will be
present and refreshments will
be served.

Christmas Madrigal Dinner,
sponsored by Gamma Delta
Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha, will
be at 1:30 p.m. in the Recital
Hall Annex, Fine Arts Cente,
Murray State.

FIV,T11,
4 PRODUCTION.

Mr. and Mrs. Carmen
D'An4.144,444,1 44Xt 4113055 of
TOr their
celebraficib
25th wedding anniversary at
St. Leo's Catholic Church,
followed by a reception in the
Parish Center.

Murray Chapter of National
"Little Women" will be Secretaries Association, Interpresented at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. national, will meet at 12 noon
by the Community Theatre at at Dakota Feed and Grain.
the old freight depot, MurrayCalloway County Park.
Reservations or cancella-

MSU.The public is invited.

STIR CRAZY

Sunday, Dee. 14
Annual Christmas party for
St. Leo's Parish will be at 6
p.m,in the Parish Center.

LAD & LASSIE
WILL BE OPEN

1 p.m. to 5 p.m. On Sunday

V

Weekend Special
Boys Et Girls
ly
3 off

WINTER
COATS

c HEN(hrui,au hurt hesK, Heu Arra

Christmas
is a drag.
How many times have you said or at least thought this? It
can be a drag if we let it.
At this time of the year it's good to slow down long enough
to realize what Christmas is all about. It isn't just trying to
find gifts for all the relatives or having to wade through all
those noisy parties. It isn't the tinsel and colored lights, nor is
it noxious things like chestnuts on an open fire. It isn't even
the celebration of the birth of the Christ Child.
The real reason for celebration is for the expression of
God's love in His act of placing ills own Son on an extremely
hositle little planet called Earth.
During this Christmas holiday, go into a church and let the
reality of this thought soak deeply into your soul. Come to the
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) and share these
moments with us. Celebrate with us this glorious expression
of God's love through His Son.
Let's make its really merry Christmas
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The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Boos, Minister
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- Director Explains Why
Grain Is Up And Coming
Export In Riverports
Grain is the up-and-coming another natural commodity
export item for Kentucky for riverport exporting, and
riverports.
that worldwide political
That's the assessment of developments may enhance
James Nutter, executive Kentucky's position in the coal
director of the Kentucky Port market. One potential
and River Developmeht Com- customer is earthquakemission. And Mr. Nutter rocked Italy which has bought
backs tas that assertion with much of its coal from Poland.
some
"Wages are escalating to the
— Beginning next month, point where Poland no longer
the Hickman-Fulton County offers cheaply priced coal,"
Port Authority will ship Mr. Nutter said.
1,750,000 bushels of soybeans
Coal and grain may be the
NEW MACHINE — Spencer Balentine, owner of Town
and Country Yamaha, works
and wheat annually for 56 export mainstays at Kentucky
with his new RCA tele-printer. The machine helps local
parts out-of-stock at the store.
years under contract with the riverports, but a number of
NEW REALTOR OFFICERS — New officers for the Murray-Calloway County Realtor
River Grain Co. The grain will other products offer good
Board were named at the realtors' annual dinner Thursday night. The new officers
be loaded at Kentucky's only potential. At Paducah, for exwere, who will assume their posts in January, were sworn in by Doug Gibson (center,
Mississippi River port for ample, riverport authorities
back row), president of the Kentucky Association of Realtors. The officers are (from
transfer to New Orleans and, eventually expect to load 30
left, front row)Loretta Jobs, vice president; Anna Requarth, president;(back row)Brenfinally, to overseas markets.
barges a year with veneer logs
da Jones, treasurer: Gibson; and Louise Baker, secretary.
— Also in January, the from Kentucky, Tennessee
Pillsbury Co. will open a grain and Missouri for shipment to
a direct line to Yamaha head- elevator on land leased from West Germany.
Town and Country Yamaha, new RCA tele-printer.
Paducah-McCracken
With all its possibilities,
According to owner Spencer quarters in Cypress, Calif., the
Route 3, now is able to better
serve its customers with its Salentine, the tele-printer has and will be able to local parts County Riverport Authority. Kentucky's nine riverports toCAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. — increasing
The facility will utilize a day remain relatively
bachelors degree in chemical
responsibility at
out-of-stock at the local store.
The Procter & Gamble Paper Procter & Ganible
Plants in engineering from the UniverMessages are sent across barge-to-riverbank conveyor undeveloped as an important Products
Company
has
ansystem
cog
funded
in
by the commisthe export wheel, Mr.
Dallas; San Francisco, New
sity of Missouri at Rolla, is
telephones lines and printeck
sion. It is expected that the Nutter said. "The state didn't nounced the appointment of J. Orleans; and most recently
married, and has two
onto paper.
R.
Miller
as
production
plant
Augusta, where he was per- children. He is the son of Mr.
"It will speed up the location majority of the five to seven have a riverport program un- manager of
the
Cape
sonnel manager. Miller, a
and Mrs. Homer Miller of 1505
of parts by 50 percent," Salen- million bushels of soybeans, til 1975," he explained. Since Girardeau
plant effective Dec. native of Benton,
corn and other grains to be then, state coffers have been
Dudley Drive, Murray.
holds a
Real estate agents have said Galen Martin, executive tine said.
Town and Country stocks stored there annually will end tapped to provide the ports
been told they can no longer director of the Commission on
:3,000 parts, a wide variety of up in the hands of foreign with seed money for land acrefuse to rent or sell property Human Rights.
buyers.
quisition and development,
because of a person's sex. The
The real estate industry accessories, motorcycles
"Grain is the coming and commission represenKentucky Commission on should not get the impression from 50 cc's to 1,100, threeACES RAG
G CORN, JR
thing," Mr. Nutter said. tatives have heavily supHuman Rights has notified the that the State Commission will wheelers and off-road bikes.
Salentine said the tele- "More grain was planted in ported the, establishment of
real estate industry by letter not enforce the new proviof the new provision in the sions, he added."We intend to printer arrived last week and Kentucky in 1980 than ever foreign trade zones on river"Our patience will
NORTH
12-13-A
State Civil Rights Laws. The pursue violators of these pro- already he has us'ed it for before and a record amount port property.
achieve more than our
was harvested. More than
The zones are mostly
state law has prohibited hous- visions vigorously as we have about eight orders.
•
10
7
force." -- Edmund Burke.
ing discrimination because of done in the past to insure. Only two other such that, western Kentucky will be beneficial for importing com•A 6 3
'race, color, religion, or na- equal opportunity for all," machines, in Louisville and one of the nation's grain panies that want to postpone
•I(Q9875
belts."
custom
.
duties
while
they
•J is
Lexington, are in the state,
tional origin since 1968, and Martin said.
Declarer must exercise
Mr.
Nutter
search
for
said
coal
buyers.
is
Products
Salentine said.
the sex provision was added in
patience if he wants to
can be repackaged and exHowever, Martin asked
EAST
make today's tantalizing WEST
the 1980 General Assembly.
hibited
at
the
zones,
•Q J 9 6 S
too.
game. One quick move in •K 8 3
The State Commission also them in his letter to accept
•K Q lot
V942
The
commission
has
a
$2.5
spades will prove fatal, and •A J 4
asked their assistance in im- these new provisions and to
2
•10
million budget for the..Iginen:
the defenders will get a plus 475
plementing another new pro- continue doing their part to
•
64 32
J. R. Miller
nium and may actfuireaddiscore.
vision in the law which would end discrimination during the
SOUTII
tional funds if the cloudy
After North's redouble,
•A 4 2
prohibit insurers from refus- 1980s. "Kentucky has been a
East's jump to two spades is
general fund picture clears. I, 1980. Concurrently, J. I.
•J 7 5
ing to insure housing in a leader in many civil rights adFrances
Bowman,
Drake
formerly
plant
an obvious pre-emptive
But the executive director
•6 3
specific neighborhood because vances and we can be in this
•AKQ98
move that spurs North.
stressed that appropriations manager, has been appointed
FOR SUNDAY,DECEMBER 14, 1980
it is identified as a black area. new areas," Martin said.
new
to
position
a
manager,
of
South
on to their paper-thin
are
granted
on
a
"businessThis practice, known as
What kind of day will tomor- over to your place. A family
Both the real estate provigame.
like basis" and that ports are Cape Girardeau operations.
redlining, was prohibited in sion and the insurance
West leads his low spade
provi- row be? To find out what the member may be a bit expected to seek money from Miller will be reporting to
Vulnerable North-South.
stars say, read the forecast troublesome. Be wary of
the 1980 General Assembly sion bring the state
to
Bowman.
East's nine and declarer Dealer South. The bidding:
law into
other
sources
wa.11.
as
given for your birth Sign.
also.
discord.
ducks.
A spade continuation
This new organization
compliance with federal law.
In addition to Paducah and
"The sex provision in the The provision on
LIBRA
is ducked once again by South West North East
sex ARIES
Hickman, Kentucky river- change will provide the Cape
housing law has long been discrimination in
(Sept.
23
to
Oct.
22)
declarer
and West's king 14
Dbl
facility with a two plant
Rdbl
2•
housing
Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
needed and it wilrease the dif- covers less than
Working around the house is ports are located in Louisville, manager organization similar
Pass
3•
Pass
wins not the best defense).
Pass
the federal
Be
careful
of
what you say. favored, but be careful not to northern
Kentucky,
3
NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
ficulty single women, many of law in that it
What
happens if West
exempts Avoid gossip or surreptitious overtire
Henderson, to the ones that have been
yourself. Don't let Maysville,
whom are single parents, have landlords who
continues
with a third
highly successful at other Prorent ten (10) or behavior. You're inclined to your mind
exhaust your body Eastern Kentucky, Lyon ctor
spade? It will give declarer Opening lead Spade
had in finding a place to live," fewer units.
Gamble locations of
trey
mull over a problem without through worry.
County and Owensboro.
an easy time. The spade ace
similar size to the Cape operacoming to a solution.
wins,
a
diamond
is led to
SCORPIO
TAURUS
KF',TUCKY STOCKS ON tion, a spokesman said. It will
dummy's queen. a club is
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 2H
( Apr. 20 to May 20(
also give the added continuity
THE
MOVE
WEEK:
LAST
overtaken
with
declarer's stuck. Either dummy's
Short visits have romantic
It's an up-and-down time
queen and another diamond remaining diamond honor
Market direction for the stock and consistency afforded by
concerning friendships. You'd possibilities, but you're inclinoverall
manager, Cape
wins a ninth trick or West
lead finishes the defense.
index of 25 Kentucky-based the
be wise not to loan money now. ed to overspend on pleasure.
Girardeau operations, the
At trick three. West real- must lead a heart to give
Don't overdo if partying in the Avoid clandestine in- companies was down. Biggest spokesman added.
izes that it will avail nothing declarer his jack of hearts.
gain: Chi Chi's (OTC), to 23it
volvements.
p.m.
Miller joined the Company
to lead a third spade, so he
from 2234. Largest losses:
SAGITTARIUS
af
f
GEMINI
fl
switches with hope to the
I ilp,inms
Glenrpore ( AMEX), to 25't in 1964 at the St. Louis Plant
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
(
to
May
June
21
20)
righ, mi4age fig ynor need. No rni,o•
king of hearts. Declarer
Shopping trips are favored, from 26's; Reliance Universal following graduation from the
Bid with Corn
Despite your wish to get
Ni,
University of Missouri at
repeats a duck in this suit
but indecisiveness on your (OTC(,to 23 from 24'n.
ahead,
others
are
less
than
also
and
West
i• gin many line par kage programs
Rolla.
has
positions
held
He
is
of
out
of
gas.
South
holds 12-13-B
cooperative in joint ventures. part could irritate a family
add Fussiness interruption,
A heart continution will give
replat einem r nd and an inflation guard
Expect some snags. Don't member. Entertaining not
declarer
two
,
heArt
tricks
,our haw, fire .mrl liability (overage
favored.
press too hard.
and more than enough time
•K 8 3
CAPRICORN
CANCER
to develop a diamond.
•K Q 108
(Dec.22 to Jan. 191
June 21 to Jaky 22) GIS
•A J 4 2
So. West switches to a
You're sensitive now and inPartnership matters are
475
Steve Sanimons recently Young of Kirkse). They have club which declarer wins for
favorably highlighted, but clined to over-react if anyone
a
dia
n
ead
t
dummy,
was
appointed
store manager three children — Jason, 11;
North
there could be some mix-ups makes a cute remark. Revise
Dummy wins. e lack suit 1• South
FEDERAL
in travel or talks with those at thinking about career project. at Pickens Supply Inc., 901 Ar- Stephanie,8; and Vanessa,5.
winners
are
c
shed
•
and
cadia.
KEMPER
AQUARIUS
Sammons is a member of
a distance.
INSURANCE
His duties will include rum- the Murray City Council, another diamond lead gives
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
LEO
declarer nine tricks.
(OMPANY
Keep financial matters con"treasurer of the Murray(July 23 to Aug. M)
Actually, declarer will
Questions of intimacy affect fidential. A friend of yours
Calloway County Parks make the' hand even
ANSWER: Two diamonds
if he
romance. Watch out for those can't keep a secret. Travelers
Do not bid two hearts over
Board, vice president of the wins West's heart king
with
may
meet
with extra-expenwho play games with feelings.
Murray Swim Club sod a dummy's ace. He can lead a one spade because this prom210 East Main Street
Attention to a work project ditures.
member of the Murray Lion's club and overtake and play ises a five card suit
PISCES
pays off.
Agents: Ronnie Ross,
Club.
a diamond. West ducks and matitto Send bridge
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) "
tit The See,
VIRGO
He was selected by the declarer cashes five black l'ii Roy 12363questions
Danny Ross, James Ross
Dallas Texas 75225
Social
life
is
favored. Take
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
with self addressed stamped envelope
Jaycees
as one of the suit winners.
the
Telephone 753-0489 or 753-0493
initiative
in planning
Going out on a date is
or replv
Finally, a diamond lead
"Outstanding Young Men in
favored over having others events. Watch fuzzy thinking
towards dummy and West is
America" for 1980.
in a career matter. Be less
gullible.
.
xak
x..-._46,,\.
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YOU BORN TODAY dislike
..
anP
WAW44
routine and have an adven1-/"
PAV7:1Prit
• !
turous spirit. You like to take
Weal the
risks and are somewhat lucky
at it. Resist, though, an opportunity to accept just what
chance throws your way.
When it comes to taxes ore you positive you re not
Steve Sammons
Develop your ambition, and
,Maybe you're not paying enough,
paying too much"
mg the store and selling meryou'll
reach
the
top.
You'd
In the confusing game of tones it pays to work with
make a fine stockbroker and chandise.
a CPA a Certified Public Accountant A CPA plays o
The store carries a complete
are often attracted to the
vital role in helping you plan your path through
theater.
Law, politics, line of lighting fixtures,
todoys complicated tax maze
teaching, travel and selling
Hunter fans and plumbing
Po you know enough about Federal state and local
may aLso appeal to you. You supplies. Pickens is open from
tax laws to make sound financial business and
should have an artistic hobby 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
personal decisions'
,How do decisions involving
if business is your career. Bir- through Friday and IV a.m. to
estate planning depreciation of assets pension and
thdate of: Lee Remick, acProfit sharing plans, and other areas affect taxes'
12 p.m. Saturday.
tress; Margaret Chase Smith,
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Why get lost in an unfamiliar area' Tax planning
U.S. senator; and Patty Duke, John Sammons, Simulants, is
Your CPA
requires a professional
actress.
married to the former Susan
Certified Public Accountants perform the full range
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Michael H. Keller
Certified Public Accountant
201 S 6th Street
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Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

Harding
Bible Record
A few weeks ago, I requested help in
finding cemeteries in the county and
was`-surprised and pleased by the
number of calls and letters I received.
However, due to the number of calls
and also to my basic disorganization, a
few notes of mine got lost somewhere.
One of these notes concerned a lady
who had called about the Harding
cemetery. While discussing this, she
mentioned that she had had, at one
time, the Harding family record but
that it had been lost. Since I also had it,
I promised to send it to her. But I
haven't *en able to find her name and
address, so I sin putting it in my column today, in hopes that this nice lady
will see it and forgive my tardiness and
lack of organization. My intentions are
good, but we all know what they say
about that.
Henry Wildy Harding, born April 4,
1801, Stafford County Virginia. Married
September 14, 1826 in Henry County, TN
to Nancy Hansbrough, born August 7,
1809 in Sumner County, TN.
Lewis Augustus Harding, born
September 6, 1827,, Henry County, TN.
William Elijah Harding, born
February 12, 1829, Henry County, TN.
Boswell Harding, born November 4,
1830, Henry Count,TN.
Henry Wildy tier" married second
Elizabeth English Oct. 2, 1834, in Hardin County, Kentucky. Elizabeth
English, born April 12, 1818, Hardin
County, KY.
Harriett • Ann Harding, born Dec. 18,
1836, Calloway County, KY. Richard
Montgomery Harding, born April 29,
1838. John Robert Harding, born March
15, 1840. Henry Clay Harding, born May
24, 1841. Enoch Harding, born Feb. 20,
1843.
Noah Harding, born March 24, 1844.
Nancy Elizabeth Harding, born April
19, 1845. James Horace Harding, born
July 10, 1846. Charles Strother Harding,
born Nov. 20, 1847. Henry Wildy Harding, born March 4, 1850. Victoria and
Signoria Harding ( twins), born April
29, 1851. Clarence and Clarissa Harding
)twins, born July 18, 1853. Lucy Bert
Harding, born July 3, 1848.
Henry Wildy Harding Senior died
September 27, 1878, Calloway County,

KY. Nancy Hansbrough Harding died
Oct. 12, 1831, Henry County, Tennesseee. Henry Clay Harding died July
24, 1843, Calloway County, Ky. Victoria
and Signoria Harding died July 28, 1851.
Clarence Harding died Jan. 17, 1854.
Clarissa Harding ( twin) died Sept. 9,
1857. Charles Strother Harding died July 4, 1858. Harriett Ann Harding Thompson died Feb. 20, 1861. Lewis A. Harding
died Feb. 12,1865.
Boswell Harding died Jan. 21, 1878.
James Horace Harding died Dec. 25,
1863. Lucy Bert Harding Irvan died
March 7, 1897. Elizabeth English Harding (second wife of Henry Wildy
Senior )died September 3, 1900.
Enoch Harding died January 4, 1913.
Nancy Harding Graves, died December
27, 1930. H. W. Harding Junior died Feb.
26, 1933. Richard M. Harding died
August 1872.
I received a letter this week from
Julia Carson Loe, 2626 Weslayan, #310,
Houston, Texas 77027, asking for help in
tracing William Jones Carson's birth
date and parents. He was, according to
the census record, born in 1773, married
Betsy Baker ( Elizabeth Carson, buried
in Trigg County, directly behind the
Thomas-Vinson Cemetery on Highway
80, where it touches. highway 272), Oct.
26, 1806 in Logan County Kentucky.
They had ten children. Douglas
Baker Carson, married Barbara
Torian. James H. Carson, born around
1810. Alanson M. Carson, born about
1812. Robert A. Carson married Lueza
Ann Brown Oct. 29, 1840. Celia C. married James S. McAllister Dec. 19, 1836.
Sarah A. married Alvin G. McReynolds
Nov. 11, 1847. Mary D. married Alexander H. Poston Oct. 24, 1848. William
H., voted in 1853. Elizabeth J. Carson,
born 1829, married James Richardson
Nov. 22, 1852. The youngest child was
Moses S., dates unknown.
Mrs. Loe believes that William was
the son of John and Jane Douglass Carson, and he was born in Virginia. We
are both hoping that since there are still
McAllisters, Browns, McReynolds, and
Postons around, possibly someone
would have more information in their
records.

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
An average of $39.68 was reported for
the opening day of sales of Type 35, air
cured tobacco, on the Murray Market,
according to 011ie Barnett, market
reporter, and officials of the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association.
Deaths reported include Euclid F.
Ross,51.
A small group of West Kentucky bird
watchers will join more than 15,000

other "birders" to take part in the 71st
annual Christmas bird count. Dr. Clell
Peterson, professor of English at Murray State University, has been director
of the count in the Land Between the
Lakes since 1963.
The public has been invited to visit
the Christmas hospitality room from
Dec. 17 to Dec. 23 at the Calloway
Public Library.,
The Music Department of the Murray

Woman's Club in cooperation with the
Murray State University Choir,
directed by Robert Baar, will present a
concert for the children of Murray and
Calloway County on Dec. 16 at the MSU
auditorium.
Christian County beat Calloway
County High School in a basketball
game with Pete Roney as high scorer
for Calloway and David Majors for
Christian.

Gene Smith, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Siress, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Leamon Henson, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Tucker.
Mrs. Cullen Phillips spoke on
"Christmas Fifty Years Ago" at the
meeting of the Magazine Club held at
the home of Mrs. Fred Gingles.

Bettie Smith, freshman at Lambuth
College, Jackson, Tenn., has been
chosen to play the second female lead In
the production of "Family Portrait" on
Jan. 27 and 28 at the college. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hal Smith of
Kirksey.

By The Associated Press.
Today is Saturday, Dec. 13, the 348th
day of 1980. There are 18 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Dec. 13, 1944, during the Pacific
war, a Japanese suicide plane crashed
into the U.S. cruiser Nashville, killing
138 crewmen.
On this date:
In 1789, the Austrian Netherlands
declared its independence as Belgium.
In 1808, the Spanish city of Madrid fell
to the French under Napolean.
In 1862, during the Civil War, Union
troops were defeated by Confederates
on Marye's Heights outside
Fredricksburg, Va.
In 1963, the government in Cambodia
ordered the United States to close its
embassy.
Ten years ago: Gunners downed a
U.S. bomber carrying top secret equipment into Laos.
Five years ago: Portugal announced
it was willing to grant independence to
Madeira and the Azores.
One year ago: Iran's Ayatollah Khomeini and embassy militants gave the
go-ahead for neutral observers to visit
the American hostages at the U.S. compound in Tehran.
Today's birthdays: Economist
George Schultz is 60. Entertainer John
Davidson is 39.
Thought for today: Despair doubles
our strength. — A French proverb.

(oRAFFsar
1•1040.0,970.

20 Years Ago
Cohen Stubblefield, sheriff of
Calloway County, urges persons to pay
their property taxes by Jan. 1 to avoid
the two per cent penalty.
The Murray Civic Music Association
will present the "Theatre Men" from
Chicago, Ill., in a concert on Dec. 16 at
the Murray State College auditorium.
Janet Like, Carolyn Palmer, Tommy
Story, Larry Leslie, Charles Paschall,
Rob Enoch, Linda Bucy, Joyce
Smothermon, Charles Finnell, and
Randy Patterson of Calloay County
High School with their coach, Mrs.
Buron Jeffrey, attended the 13th annual
debate workshop held at Murray State
College.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Rowland, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.

30 Years Ago
Billy Shelton and his Orchestra will
play for the annual "Mistletoe Ball" to
be held Dec. 16 in the Fine Arts Lounge
at Murray State College by the Alpha
Sigma Alpha Sorority at MSC.
In high school basketball games
Almo beat Salem, Calvert City beat
New Concord, and Murray Training
beat Lynn Grove. High team scorers

Mrs. Harlan Hodges presented a
reading at the Christmas party held by
the Christian Women's Fellowship of
the First Christian Church, Mrs. R. L.
Wade is CWF president.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Farris own and
operate the Whitehouse Grocery at 1608
West Main Street. In their ad this week
they list Chase and Sanborn coffee at 79
cents per pound.

were Phillips for Almo, Maxfield for
Salem, McLemore for Calvert City,
Rowland for New Concord, Hale for
Murray Training, and Miller for Lynn
Grove.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Hughes on Dec. 8, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Andy D. Carter on
Dec. 8, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. KenMe Todd on Dec. 9.

40 Years Ago
John W. Clopton has mailed his
resignation as judge of Calloway County to Kentucky Gov, Keen Johnson in
order that he might be free to accept
the position of right of way agent for the
state of Kentucky with headquarters at
Elizabethtown.
Deaths reported this week include
Walter W. Fennell, 49.
C. D. Adams, president of the
Calloway County Vegetable and Fruit
Growers Association, has scheduled a
meeting at the court house on Dec. 14
with Ivan Jett, director of marketing
for the State Department of
Agriculture, Frankfort, as speaker.
Ralph P. White of Hazel, Clay Smith
of Kirksey, and Mitchell Story of
Taylor's Store are names of farmers
added to the Cover Crop Honor Roll of
Calloway County this week.
James Dale Clopton and Billy Boone
will leave Jan. 1 for duty with the
United States Marines at Parris Island,
S. C.
J. N. )Buddy) Ryan put on display
here his recent catch of 23 coons and a
wildcat. He waS accompanied on his recent hunt by Homer, Hop, Jesse, and
Elisha Key.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Everett Jones on
Dec.5,
Harry Cotham, son of Mr. and Mrs.
R. B. Cotham of Murray, won second
place in the extemporaneous speaking
division of the annual intramural
speech contest at Abilene Christian College, Abilene, Texas.
In high school basketball games this
week Almo over Lynn Grove, Benton
over Murray Training, Hardin over
Hazel, New Concord over Farmington,
and Lynn Grove over Cuba. High team
scorers were Phillips for Almo, Erwin
for Lynn Grove, Creason for Benton,
Graham for Murray Training, Padgett
for Hardin, Thompson for Hazel,

Chapter 11
.
THE THREE KINGS
By Luise Putcamp Jr.
(WHAT HAS HAPPENED: Collecting Santa
suits from around the world,
Hulda and Wullie land in Mexico. Roger Rocket has set
down the elves right in the
middle of a famiy party. There
are fireworks, and good things
to eat. And the Mexican
children break the pinata, a
paper-decorated clay pot filled
with candies and nuts. "But
where does Santa come in?"
says Hulda.)
Back inside Roger Rocket,
Wullie turned some more dials
on the Time Twister.
"Now we have to go ahead
in time about three weeks
from now," said Wullie.
"You'll never recognize Santa
in Mexico!"
As Roger Rocket hummed,
The king who was really Santa reached deep down Into the bag,
and the Time Twister worked
its magic, Hulda thought of
the two Santa suits they had
came three figures in rich
ico,- she said.
collected so far.
robes. They wore crowns on
Wullie was hustling her
Saint Nicholas for Santa to
their heads.
back to where Roger Rocket
wear in Germany and La
The Three kings!
was parked behind a big
Befana for Italy.
"But which one is Santa?"
oleander bush.
She was glad the new suits
whispered Hulda. The Three
':And where would we find
were hidden back at the North
Kings solemnly stopped in
robes and crowns in this little
Pole when the bad elves,
front of a window, almost
town," she went on, "at this
Sheela and Shneeko, could
close enough to touch.
time of the night?"
never find them.
"Look verrrry closely,"
They climed into Roger
Still, she couldn't help feelwhispered Wullie.
Rocket.
ing uneasy.
Hulda had to remind herself
"I've already thought of
"Look!" said Wullie.
that thanks to the Time
that," said Wullie, as he reachOn the Time Twister screen
Twister, they were looking at
ed for the rocket controls.
was the same Mexican street.
last Christmas.
Roger Rocket hummed. The
When they got out of Roger
She saw that one King was
blastoff pushed the two elves
Rocket, the air was still warm.
shorter and fatter than the
back in their seats. In a few
The sky was red with sunset.
others. He wore a red robe,
moments a new scene flashed
Out of the doors of the tiled'
and his was the biggest
onto the Time Twister screen.
roof houses came children,
crown.
It was a street full of cars
laughing and scurrying.
"I'd know that jolly chuckle
and people. The street sign
"They've got shoes in their
anywhere!" said Hulda.
said "Broadway." And right
hands!" said Hulda.
The tallest king carefully
in the middle of the screen was
"They put out shoes for, .took the straw from the shoes
a building of grubby stone
Santa to fill," said Wullie.
in the windows. The middlewith old ironwork on it.
"Instead of Christmas stocksized king held out a big red
There was a store window.
ings. But he's not —"
velvet bag.
In it Hulda saw King Tut, a
"And they're putting hay in
And the king who was really
knight in armor, and a ballet
the shoes!" said Hulda.
Santa reached deep down into
dancer.
"That's for the camels,"
the bag, and pulled out toys,
Hulda and Wullie climbed
said Wullie.
and put them in the shoes.
out of the rocket. And the peo"You mean reindeer!" said
As Hulda and Wullie watchple hurrying by didn't give a
Hulda.
ed, the Three Kings went
second look to two elves in
"Wait and see,- said Wullie.
slowly down the street. in
space suits.
Now the sky was darker:
great dignity, to the next winThe sign above the window
The children put the shoes on
dow.'
said;
the deep ledges of the win"I think r recognize one of
"S. Crlickman and Sons.
dows. They went into the
Santa's helpers." said 11 ulda.
Costumers to the Theater
houses, giggling softly.
Then another thought struck
Trade."
Down the street, a faint
her. "That means welltave to
(TOMORROW: Sk ulclink and rustle sounded. Here
get three Santa suits for Mexduggery?)
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Hamlin for New Concord, Barzell and
Spalding for Farmington, Miller for
Lynn Grove,and Johnson for Cuba.
Love's Studio, North Fourth Street,
Murray, will make five photographs for

only $4, as listed in their ad this week.
A new Oldsmobile car is listed at $852
in the ad for J. T. Hale Motor Sales, 193
East Main Street, Murray.

50 Years Ago
Sales on the Murray Tobacco Market
this week continued to fall approximately five cents under last year's
average with little to choose between
prices this week and the three opening
days last week. An average of $5.87 was
repotted for the 377,765 pounds sold.
Approximately 4,000 pounds of good
brown leaf tobacco were stolen Dec. 7
or 8 from the barn on the farm of Claud
Farmer,two miles west of Murray.
Western Kentucky has organized
unanimously for the Aurora Dam Project on the Tennessee River this week.
An editorial on "We Want The Dam"
is published on the front page of The
Ledger & Times this week.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Nancy Lancaster and Mrs. Nancy
E. McCammon,86.
Calloway County Agent C. 0. Dickey
will hold a series of dairy feeding
schools in the county next week.
Superstructure on the highway
bridge over the Tennessee River just

below Eggner's Ferry will be started
just as soon as a pile driver and other
equipment arrives in the next few days,
according to a spokesman for the Union
Bridge and Construction Company.
The Calloway County Red Cross has
collected about $400 in its 1930 Red
Cross Drive, according to M. D. Holton,
chairman, and Mrs. J. P. Lassiter,
secretary-treasurer.
In high school basketball games this
week Kirksey over Almo, Aurora over
Reidland, and Faxon over Hardin. High
team scorers were Smith for Kirksey.
Lewis for Almo, Adams for Aurora,
Thompson for Reidland, Colson for
Faxon,and Smith for Hardin.
Rib roast is listed at eight cents per
pound in the ad for Shroat Bros. Meat
Market this week.
Mattresses are listed at $4.95 and
$8.75 each, table lamps at 42.95, and
floor lamps at $6.95 in the ad for. F. D.
Crass and Son, West Side Square, Murray, this week.

Letters To The Editor

Appalled At Racer Fans
Letter to the Editor:
After recently attending several of
the Murray State Racer's basketball
games, I was appalled at the lack of
spirit and enthusiasm in the so-called
Racer "fans", not to mention the lack
of support for the cheerleaders,
coaches, and most of all the players!
While cheering at these games I have
been told to "shut-up, leave, or move!"
All these comments made by people
whose only interest in what is going on
is in, what Jane Doe is wearing or who
John Doe is dating. I attend the games
to SUPPORT THE TEAM by expressing My self by clapping and cheering
along with the cheerleaders. I was
always led to believe that the whole
reason for attending sports events was
to support the team. Unfortunately, the
only time most people acknowledge
what is going on is after the "big play"
on the court. The, team needs support at
all times, good and bad, to help lead
them forward and lift their spirits.
While attending the Parkside game
on December 4, 1980, the Racer Pep
Band played at the most six times the
entire game. Three times the hand
played the ball players were not even
•

on the floor. If we can not get the PEP
BAND going, how can we expect the
crowd to respond or react in a positive
manlier.
I truly hope that more people in the
future will attend the Racer Basketball
games and will show the Racer team
their much needed and deserved support.
GO RACERS!!
Sincrely;
Sandy Gray Culver
Rt. 1 Box 172-C
Hazel, Kentucky

Bible Thought
Thou wilt keep him in perfect
peace. whose mind is stayed on
thee: because he trusteth in
thee. Isaiah 26:3.
The poise of truly great souls
is based on a steadfast trusth in

God. For the kingdom and the
power and the glory are Giid's
forever and ever. Amen.
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Lakers' Loss Was Inevitable
Once He Got Hot, Parrott Was Too
Much In Second And Third Quarters

TAKING THE BALL OVER CHARLES PARROTT — Calloway County forward Keith
Lovett drives past Mayfield's leading scorer. Lovett scored 16 points while Parrott
tallied 28.

By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
Mayfield's 77-64 win at
Calloway County last night
had to be inevitable.
As long as Laker guard Dan
Key was popping in his shots
from the outer reaches and
center Bryan Tebbetts was
maneuvering along the
baseline for some key baskets,
Calloway County was able to
control Mayfield for most of
the first half.
But in the end'the Lakers
just could not stop Charles
Parrott. Once the Mayfield
forward started playing to his
own tune, he powered his way
to 14 second quarter points, including Mayfield's last 12 of
the half, when the Cardinals
had moved ahead 41-35 on the
way to its comfortable win.
"We did not op Parrott,"
Calloway Count,' coach Chic
Nute said. "That was the key
— he really hurt us.
"We had some lapses on
defense that hurt us."
Nute said he did not think
that Mayfield's bigger front
line had a tiring effect on his
team although the Lakers'
dazzling 60 percent shooting
from the field in the first half
faded to a very respectable
mark of 48.1 for the game as
shot after shot started to drop
before popping out of the
basket.
Mayfield hit 47.3 of its field

Sampson's 30 Give Tissaw Bad Memory
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Trying to contain Ralph
Sampson often can be a tall

order — as Mike Tissaw found
out Friday night.
"He scored 30 points and
there's no excuse for that,"

Lady Racers Win 1st
Round Game, 71-56
Martin, Tenn. — The Murray State women's basketball
team won its opening game in
the UT-Martin Christmas
Tournament over Indiana
State,71-56. last night.
The Lady Racers had four
players in double figures as
forward Jeannette Rowan and
guard Laura Lynn shared
scoring honors with 17 points
apiece. Forward
Diane
Oakley and guard Laura Lynn
added 15 and 12 points, respectively.
Murray State finished the
game with a 45.9 shooting
percentage to Indiana State's
34.6. The Lady Racers also
controlled the board with a 4233 advantage in rebounds,.

MSU coach Jean Smith said
that free throws helped her
team down the stretch but that
the Racers had made too
many turnovers 128 to ISU's
24
"We were able to hit our
free throws," she said. "We
showed signs of fatigue at the
end."
The Lady Racers will meet
the winner of last night's UTMartin-Ala bama-HuntAille
game at 7 p.m. tonight in a
semfinal game before Vanderbilt and Austin Peay play the
second.
Murray State is now 3-4 for
the season, having lost its
previous two games to
Louisville and Kentucky.

Tissaw, Duke's
said
sophomore forward. "I feel
very responsible for that. I'd
like to forget about it right
now."
For many, though, it was a
memorable performance as
the 7-foot-4 Virginia center led
the Cavaliers to a 91-79 decision over Duke in the opening
of the Atlantic Coast Conference season.
"In order to beat Virginia
we can't have any mental
lapses," said Duke Coach
Mike Krzyzewski. "I just
thought we did not play very

smart at times. They are an
experienced team. When we
got behind they were a tough
club to catch up on."
The victory gave the
Cavaliers a 10-game winning
streak,including its five-game
sweep of the National Invitation Tournament last season.
How good are the sixthranked Cavaliers?
"In this league you have to
win three, four, five games in
a row before you can tell
anything about your team,"
said Virginia Coach Terry
Holland.

taller Mayfield front line as
goals, but had 19 free throws the Cardinals outrebounded
in 26 attempts for a 73.1 Calloway, 27-16, it showed
percentage to Calloway's 12 of signs of the patience Nute is
17 for 70.6 percent.
seeking in order to draw the
"This was definitely our most out of his small lineup.
best game this year," Nute
Even though he only scored
said, "but it was not five points during the game,
outstanding. There is still a lot Calloway forward Jeff Garof room for improvement.
rison had four assists along
"We just missed some shots with his stalwart defense.
in the second half that we hit
"We passed the ball better,"
in the first. This was definitely Nute said, "but we are still
our best shooting night."
missing the open man too
The Lakers' sterling first many times.
half had taken Calloway from
"We just have to cut down
a 10-8 deficit into a 20-13 lead our turnovers ( 14 for the
with just over a minute left in game)."
the first quarter. But with
"We got after them tonight,
reserve forward Blaine but lam disappointed with the
Wastell tossing in four second loss. I believe we are rounding
quarter points to complement into shape. We need to get a
the awesome rampage by Par- win pretty soon (Calloway is
rott, Mayfield began beating now 0-3).
Calloway all over the court.
"If we can get a few wins
Despite Mayfield's tur- under our belt, we can have a
naround, Calloway's reserve pretty good season."
guard Craig Darnell did what
he could to keep the score
The Calloway County junior
close as long as possible as he varsity grabbed a 35-31 lead
hit four four straight free from Mayfield early in the
throws to bring the Lakers fourth quarter, but the Carback into a tie from a 27-23 dinals scored the last ten
deficit.
points in the game for a 43-35
A followup by Marty Mc- win last night.
Cuiston and another long one
The Lakers were led in scorby Key gave Calloway its last ing by Darnell Tharpe, who
tie at 31-all, but Parrott scored had 14 points.
the next 10 points to give
Mayfield's Gerome Owens
Mayfield its six-point lead at was the leading scorer for the
the break.
game with 18, nine in the final
After that, Parrott's quarter.
presence continued to make Calloway Co
21 14 13 16 - 64
19 22 20 16 —77
the difference as the Cardinals Mayfield
County (MI — Dan Key 8 0-0
extended their lead to 10 and 16;Coll.waY
Brad Miller 1 1-2 3; Bryan Tebbetts 3
then to 15 before the Lakers' 0-06. Keith Lovett 6 4-4 16, Jeff Garnson
press kept Mayfield at bay 2 1-3 5: Craig Darnell 2 6-6 if, Ricky
Houston 1 0-0 2, Marty McCuiston 20-0 4;
late in the game.
Jeff Butterworth 1 0-22
Charles Parrott 108.9
Mayfield 71—(
Even when Calloway County
28,
Franlue Sanderson 4 6-6 14; Joe
forward Jeff Garrison was Prince
0 0-1 0; Jeff Flood 8 0-1 16, Chris
given the job of defending Par- Graham 2 1-2 5; Gerome Owens 1 0-02;
rott and began to shut him Blame Wastell 44-7
down, Parrott would merely Calloway Co
13 6 12 4 - 35
614 II 12 — 43
hit the open Westfall or guard Mayfield
Calloway
County
1351 — Jeff ButterJeff Flood, who scored eight
worth 6, Monty Ray 3, Barry Albritton 6.
and 10 points, respectively, in Donny Hargrove 1, Darnell Tharpe 14,
Rob Anderson I, Todd Albritton 1
the second half.
Mayfield (431 — Redd 2, Owens 18,
Although the Laker offense
Sherrill 3, Gray 4, Jackson 2, Moth( 5,
ran out of steam against the Parrott 2, Powell 7

''14116111111
PLAYING HIS BEST GAME — Calloway County center
Bryan Tebbetts scores from the baseline in the Lakers' 7764 loss to Mayfield,

Louisville Signs
Forrest To Grant
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville Moore basketball
standout Manuel Forrest told
a news conference Friday that
he will attend the University
of Louisville next season. A 6foot-7 center, he had reportedly narrowed his choices to
Louisville and Nevada-Las

Vegas.
Forrest, a first-team AllAmerica in several basketball
publications, is averaging 40.3
points, 17.1 rebounds and 6.7
blocked shots this season. Last
season he led Moore to the
quarter-finals of the state
tournament.

Job Not Any Easier
For Minniefield

With each Chipper you gel
2 pieces of fish fillet
creamy cole slaw
crisp french fries
2 Southern- style hush puppies

Now Thru Dec. 21

Captain D's.
111 North -12th St.
753-1383

LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP( —
The job gets no easier for Kentucky guard Dirk Minniefield.
Just last week, he was chasing Indiana's Isiah Thomas,
called the best guard in the nation by Kentucky Coach Joe B.
Hall. Tonight, Minniefield
takes on his personal choice
for that accolade: Kansas'
Darnell Valentine.
"I'd say Darnell may be a
little tougher than Isiah,"
Minniefield said. "Darnell's
not as good a shooter as Isiah,
but he's a lot tougher defensively."
Minniefield and Valentine
roomed together during
tryouts this summer for the
U.S. Olympic team. Valentine
made the team; Minniefield
didn't. But Valentine quickly
returned his old pal's compliment.
"Dirk Minniefield is probably as tough a guard as I'll
face," he said.
Friendships aside, Valentine and his Jayhawk teammates will be trying tonight to
beat the Wildcats for the first
time.
"That's a premium on our
list," Valentine said. "That
would be one of our greatest
thrills."
It would be especially thrilling because Kansas, despite
its rich basketball tradition,
has defeated Kentuckf just

once in 12 previous games.
But the Jayhawks have
come close the last two years.
The last two meetings have
ended in one-point Kentucky
victories. Two years ago, Kansas lost by blowing a six-point
lead with a half-minute remaining in overtime.
"That was one of the most
courageous games a Kansas
team has ever played and it
was one of the greatest comebacks in Kentucky history,"
Valentine said.
That comeback was completed by a Kyle Macy free
throw on a technical foul after
the Jayhawks called an illegal
time-out.
But that's history now,
Valentine said, and "we like to
think positive."
"We play as hard as we can
to do as well as we can. It's going to be difficult to beat Kentucky, but we're mentally
prepared."
Kansas is 4-1 and unranked,
but Valentine has played consistently well. He is averaging
14.8 points per game, 6.5
assists, 2.4 steals and four rebounds.
kentucky, 3-0, is ranked No. ^
2 by The Associated Press and
No. 1 by another wire service.
When a team is ranked so
highly, "you're going to have
people shooting at you,"
Valentine said.

The perfect gift idea. A Cable TV
Gift Certificate will be a reminder of
your thoughtfulness everyday. Because
everyday there's something exciting to see
on Cable TV First-run. uncut. commercialfree movies. Star-studded specials. Concerts.
And exclusive sports coverage. When you give
the gift of Cable TV, you say "Merry Christmas.'
in a very special way. Call today for details about
the gift that keeps on giving.

ChristmasCable.
Murray Cablevision
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Call Today 753-5005
...111.1010.410.

+.•

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Murray Gives Marshall
County Toughest Game

k Times

oway County center
line in the Likers' 77-

.65 eNsistrre

13, 19611

By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
After

last

night,

what beat us at the end.( Mar-

tin ) Clapp

Murray

High may have the best 1-3
team in the region.
The

Tigers

undefeated

played

Marshal

its "toughest

County

game of

season," according

to

well for them. He

hole when they needed it."
Heading

into

the

final

period, Murray trailed Marshall County 52-45. Using the

the

press that has become their

Mar-

trademark over the past cou*cif seasons, the Tigers edg-

shall coach Bobby Toon but
fell to a late Marshal flurry,
72-63.

period. Alexander's 12-footer
with 38 seconds left pushed the

boll very
put it in the

shot the

ed

to

even terms. The Tigers lost by
13 to the state's ninth-rated
team, Paducah Tilghman, on
Dec. 5.
"It was a great effort for
such a young team," Murray
coach Cary Miller said. "We
played a lot of young people
and they came through for us
tonight.
"The more experience we
get, the better we are going to
It was one of those young
people, sophomore Jimmy
West, who came through for
the Tigers.
Starting just his fourth varsity contest, West hit eight of
12 field goals and two of three
free throws for a team-high 18
points.
"Jimmy had a great game
for us," Miller said. "He.is a
real fine player who is improving all the time. He and Stuart
Alexander are both going to be

FINDING HIS SHOOTING TOUCH - Murray center Jimmy West (41) had his best game of the season as he
led
the Tigers in scoring with 18 points in only his fourth varsity appearance.

very experienced by the end of
the season.
"Marshall
game.

Their

a

good

experience

is

In the process, the Tigers
held Marshall County to just
three final period points, but

left.
Howie

Crittenden's

Lou, Iroquois 66, Lou. DeSales 60
Lou. Jeffersontown 69, Lou, Atherton
60
Lou. Male 76, Lou. Eastern 57
Lou. Manual 70, Lou. Seneca 48
Lou. Moore 91, luu. Waggener 68
Lon Shawnee 72, luu. F'airdale 59
Lou, Valley 78, lam. Southern 59
Marion Co 70, Taylor Co. 53
,Marshall Co. 72, MURRAY 63
McDowell 61, Wheelwright 59
Middlesboro 73, Corbin 60
Millard 69, Prestonsburg 56
Nelson Co. 76, Bullitt East 55
Newport 63,Simon Kenton 56
Oldham Co, 89, Carroll Co, 25
Paducah Tilghman 68, Hickman Co. 35
Pendleton Co. 64, Grant Co 63
Pulaski Co.61, Wayne Co. 59
Russell 72, Portsmouth. Ohio 55
Russellville 71, Greenville 59

College
Basketball
By The Associated Press
SOUTH
Virginia 91, Duke 79
W.Carolma 95, Carson-Newman 67
MIDWEST
Creighton 77,Iowa St. 73
Michigan St. 73, E.Michigan 63
Syracuse 64, Illinois St. 52
SOUTHWEST
Howard Payne 102, Texas lutheran 87
EAR WEST
Arizona 103, Cal-Riverside 61
Hawaii 107, McNeese St 75
Montana St. 69, Chico St,68
TOURNAMENTS
Bayou Classic
First Round
I owsiana Tech 75, W.Michigan 62
SW Louisiana 80, VMI 50
Cougar Classic
First Round
St. Mary's, Calif 68,Seton Hall 61
Brigham Young 108, N.Texas St. 92
First Union Invitational
First Round
Davidson 67, Wiscon.sin 63
Texas A&M 75. NC4'harlotte 64
Indiana Classic
First Round
Inibana 94, California 58
Baylor 82, Alcorn St. 73
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Classic
First Round
Dartmouth 86, Massachusetts 70
Iona 73, StFrancis, l'a. 72
Oil('apital Classic
•
First Round
Georgia 66. Tulsa 64
oral Roberts 96, Tulane 90
Tangerine Road
Eirst Round
Stetson 76, Hofstra 72
Cent Florida 60, Cent. Michigan 56
Utah Classic
First Round
Nebraska 67. loyola, Calif 66
Utah 89,(Oklahoma St. 73

Transactions

•
That's why it's more important than ever to keep a cool,
calm hand on the thermostat,
For energy and money savings,
we recommend 68 degrees.

West Ky. Ruralilectricl°
Cooperative-Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American league
DETROIT TIGER.S
ded Dane
Stegnian, outfielder, to the
),ego
Padres for Dennis Kinney, pitcher
MILWAUKEE BREWERS
Trad
David Green and Sato I ezeano, outfielders, and hairy Sorensen and David
LaPoint. pitchers, to the St lulls Cardinals for Ted Simmons, catcher. and
Pete V ockovich and Rollie Fingers, pit
chers
MINNESOTA TWINS - Traded Willie
Norwood, outfielder, to the Seattle
IA armors for Byron McLaughlin. pit
cher
OAK1 AND A'S Traded Mario Guerrero, shortstop, to the Seattle Manners
for a player to be named later
National League
(111CAGO CUBS Traded Mike Vail.
outfielder, to the Cincinnati Reds for
'lector l'ruz, outfielder.
MONTREAL EXPOS
Signed Willie
%1ontanez, first baseman, to a too-year
contract Traded Tony Bernakard. infielder, to the Chicano White Sox.jor
Rick Wortliam, pitcher
•
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS
Traded
John Monlefiewo, pitchei; and Craig
land., outfielder, to the Atlanta Braves
for Doyle Alexander. pitcher Traded
Phil Rasta. pitcher, and Joe Strain:1n
fielder to the Chicago Cubs for Jerry
Martin and Jesus Figueroa. outfielders,
and a player Iola' nagled later

•

hand

quarter

points

and

pull Murray close.

The Tiger4ave a game effort, with Todd Bradshaw and
Crittenden
turning several

Rather than let the Murray
press continue to rattle them,
the visitors calmly worked the
layups.
A

couple of 15-footers by
Marshal
forward
Daniel

The visitors displayed the
same torrid shooting that has
carried them to a 5-0 record.

Lassiter and three free throws
by Clapp completed an 11-

The Marshals hit 50 percent of
their field goal attempts while
Murray connected on 43 per-

point Marshall County drive
that put the game out of reach.

cent.
But the difference at the
free throw line hurt Murray

points from the top of the key.
His outside prowess forced

more. Marshall County converted 20 of 29 attempts compared to just seven of 11 for

Murray to open up its defense
in an attempt to stop him.

Murray proceeded to reel
off the final six points of the

Murray.
"It is hard for us to score
while they are at the free
throw line," Miller said. "We
have

got to

cut

down

Besides

West,

two

of

turnovers,

found

the

themselves

within striking distance late in
the game.
But Murray just ran out of
time as the Marshals escaped
with the two-point verdict.
McCuiston's 11 points and
Billington's 10 paced the Tiger
attack. Murray dropped to 2-3
on the season with the loss.
Murray High (631 -Gary Sims 3 0.0 6;
Todd Bradshaw 4 0-0 8, Howie Crit
tendon 62-3 14; Robin Roberts 4 2-2 10,
Jimmy West 62-3 lit Stuart Alexander 3
0-0 6, Ronnie Pace 0 1-3 1 , Al Wells 00,0
0 387.1163
Marshall County (721- Bruce Ford 2
2-2 6, Martin Clapp 10 5-7 25, Vince
Doom 0 0-0 0, Daniel Lassiter 8 1-2 17,
Matt Lovett 3 6-10 12, David Anderson-3
6-812 26 20.29 72
'Murray
12 16 17 18 - 63
Marshall County
10 23 19 20 -72,

our

number of fouls."
other

Tigers reached double figures.
Crittenden popped in 14 points,
Robin Roberts, 10 points and
Bradshaw added eight.
Murray entertains St. Mary
Tuesday night.

Murray High 1411- Walter Payne 1 02 2; Darren Hooper 1 0-0 2, Al Wells 30-0
6, David McCuiston S1-4 II, John Billington 5 0-2 10; Andy Parks 3 0-2 6: Mark
Boggess 1 2-3 4 19 3-13 41,
Marshall County I 434-i. Ford 39-00,
Gold 5 1-4 11, Harrison 1 0-0 2; Morton 6
3-5 15; MONS 1 0-0 2; Weaver 3 1-3 7:
Naughton 00-2 0, 19 5-14 43.
Murray
6 8 12 15- 41.
Marshall County
9 17 14 3-43

HOWIE CRITTENDEN (22) drives for two of his 14 points
in Murray's 72-63 loss to Marshall County last night.

Service Center Hours
Mon., Tues., Sat., 9-8
Wed., Thurs., Fri. 9-9 _
Sunday 12-6

Sunon Kenton 63, Newport 56
Somerset 81, Berea 70
Tompkinsville 73, Metcalfe Co 59
Trigg Co.92, Crittenden Co. Si
Union Co.60, Henderson Co. 51
Walton Verona 75, Ludlow 45
Warren Central 81, Chandlers 54
Whitley C.o. 74, Williamsburg 46
Woodford Co. 80, Nicholas Co 67
Tournaments
Blue Grass Conference
Championship
Millersburg Military 13, Deming 41
Mountain Coal Classic
Fleming-Neon 58, Letcher 54
Dolce Combs 60, Whitesburg 52
Oneida invitational
Leslie Co. 64, Jackson Co. 43
Jackson 63, Oneida 58
Girls
Allen Co. 48. Warren East 47
Barren Co. 48, Colton C. 37
Daviess Co. 52, Chrittia,n Co. 50
East Carter 49, Montgothery Co. 45
Johnson Central 65, Pikeville 10
Ky. Country Day 45, Portland Christian 17
Lewisburg 48, Dawson Springs 47
lam, Atherton 67, Lou. Jeffersontown
51
Lou. Butler 62, Lou. Doss 60
Lou. Estern 46, Lou. Male 45
Lou. Evangel 59, Lou. Beth Havens?
Lou. Fairdale 74, Lou. Shawnee 36
Lou. Manual 49, Lou. Seneca 30
Lou. Thomas Jefferson 52, Lou. Central 31
Lou. Walden 22, Lou. Collegiate 20
Lou. Westport 58, Lou, Fern Creek 56
Meade Co. 58, North Bullitt 54
Oldham Co.64, Carroll Co,5
Pulaski Co.63, Wayne Co. 36
Spencer Co. 50, Eminence 31
Trigg Co. 45, Crittenden Co. 34
University Heights 42, Izongston(en
tral 28
Warren Central 54, Chandlers 51
Tournaments
Lady Eagles linitationid
McCreary Central 79, Owsley Co. 46
Leslie Co. 55, Whitesburg 52
Shelby Co. Invitational
Lou Merry BO, Franklin Co. 44
Frankfort W Hills 53. Bullitt Central
14
Belfry Invitational
Johnson Central 65. Pikeville 40

41:::311

ler

The Saving Place

UTO CENTER
Sun. Thru Wed.Sale
Our Reg. 22.77 - A78x13

17.88
Plus F.E.T 1.62 Each

"KM Economiser" Four-ply
SIZES

REG.

1378x13 26.77
E78x14 29.77
F78114 31.77

21,88
24.88
26.88

F.E.T.

Polyester Cord Blackwalls

1.77

•Full 78 Series Tread Width
•Popular Sizes For Many Cars

2.12
2.23

28.88

2.38

G78x15 36.77

30.88

2.46

SERVICES INCLUDE:

All Tires Pius F El Each
Mounting Included - No Trade-in Required

On Sale Thru Dec 30
Sale Price

6.96

011, Luba and Fitter
Single -stage filters for
many cars, light trucks.

Limited lOwnorshlp Duration) Warranty, Worronieed
os long as yon own 500r
Deioils I n store

Magic Tri
Women's Bowling League

SALE

G78x14 33.77

1. Oil change(Up to 5 qts.
any maior brand oil in
stock.
2. Install 1 Krriart •
oil
filter
3. Chassis lubrication hitting* extra)
Labor is included
Addittona parts and services
extra

Bowling
Standings
Team
W
I.
People's Bank
46
14
Wilson Clean Up
36
24
Murray Insurance
34
26
Thurman Furniture
32'2 27'2
Fireball 5
27'2 32'2
Dennison Hunt
27
33
Paradise Kennels
25'2 34',
Bank ,if Murray
25
35
Women of the Moose
21
36
Speedway
22i, 37,2
High Team Game 1SC i
People's Bank
646
Thurman Furniture
766
Women of the Moose
739
High Team Game
Bank
'Hi.eopls
10:111
Bank of Murray
10211
Wilson Clean Up
9111i
High Team Series I Si.' I
People's Bank
230,
Thurman Furniture -2196
Women of the MOSSIe
2121
High Team Series i Hr i
Wilson Clean Up
2881
People's Flank
2876
Paradise Kennels
2876
Bank of Murray
2675
I
High Ind. Game Si
Barbara Hendon
206
Flo(Itiede
51
Lois Smith
MO
High Ind. Game(MCI
25;
Flo Gaede
Barbara Snyder
25.1
Barbara Hendon
240
High Ind Series i SC ,
t
lass Smith
Sondra Rice
Mel Wilson
High Ind Series , HUI
Mel Wilson
639
I on Smith
630
,,,, ;
Sondra Rice
612
High Averages
I mu Smith ..
575
Sondra Rice. .
165
Marge Hinman
165
Pat Ilesselrode
163
Barbara Fiend.
160
Ruth Harrison
156
Ethelene Mc( allon
153
Mel Wilson
151
149
%...-y /tarns
119
Patty Hams

basketful
Tigers

Marshal miscues into easy
baskets, but could not halt the
late Marshall County spurt.

ball upcourt for two straight

Tigers fell behind 10-6 in the
opening period despite forcing
a half-dozen
Marshal tur-

With forward David McCuiston and guard John Billington pumping in shots and
the Murray press causing a

45 lead heading into the final
period.

At that point, the Marshal
experience began to pay off.

.It was an inspired Murray
team that took the floor. The

final quarter.

from center David Anderson,
propelled the visitors into a 52-

Alexander's four points helped

Clapp was a constant thorn
in the Tiger's side as he hit
many of his game-high 25

three periods, building leads
of up to 17 points before the

three-for-three from the floor.
Clapp's effort, plus five points

six

Friday's High School Basketball Scores
Elizabethtown 81, East Hardin 64
Eminence 64,Spencer Co. 44
Erianger Lloyd 70, Beechwood 58
Farmington 76, Fancy Farm 52
Fleming Co.64, Breclunridge Co.60
Fordsville 64, Providence 61
Garrard Co. 71, Anderson Co. 53
Glasgow 71, Auburn 63
Green Co.62, Russell Co. 56
Greenup Co 79, Rowan Co.67
Hancock Co, 48, Perry Central 38
Harlan 76, lune Jack 52
Hoplunsville 72, Todd Central 60
Johnson Central 65, Boydd Co.63
Laurel Co. 103, Rockcastle Co. 55
Lee Co. 58, Maysville 57
Lewis Co. 47, West Carter 40
Lex. Bryan Station 77, Covington
Holmes 55
Len. Henry Clay 64, Danville 61
Len. Lafayette 50, Pikeville 46
Len. Tales Creek 98, Maysville St.
Patrick 63
Lou. Ballard 51, Lou. Trinity 49
Lou. Bishop David 65, Lou Western 40
Lou. Butler 79, Lou. Doss 53
Lou. Central 64. lam Thomas Jefferson 57

The Marshals held the upper
throughout the first

Clapp led the way in the
period with a perfect

third

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
By The Associated Pre,
Friday Games
Boys
Adair Co,62, West Hardin 40
Allen to 63, Warren East 44
Ashland Fairview 64, Paintsolle 63
Ballard Memorial 52, Heath 38
Bell Co 72, Knox Central 65
Bellevue 50, Erlanger Scott 42
Boone Co. 82, Fort Thomas Highlands
73
Boyle ('0. 82, Mercer Co.61
Breathitt Co. 75, Knott Central 57
Casey Co.62, Lincoln Co 54 .
Cawood 70, Len. Catholic 69
Christian Co. 79, Daviess Co. 59
Clinton Co.65, Barren Co. 57
Covington Catholic 72, Conner 64
Covington Holy Cross 65, Augusta 51
Covington Scott 84, Bellevue 79
Covington St. Henry 62, Covington
Latin 34
Cumberland Co. 73, Monticello 45
Dawson Springs 68, Lewisburg 67
Dayton 71, Alexandria Brossart 48
Dixie Heights 72, Campbell Co 5:1
Drakesboro 74, Central City 63
Edmonson Co 59. Franklin-Simpson
46

could not turn the trick, losing
43-41.

tage.

novers with their sticky press.
played

staged a furious rally.

Clapp and Lassiter combined to fire in 14 of Marshall
23 second period
points as the Marshals forged
into a 33-28 half-time advan-

within 61-59 with 2:34

fourth

first stop.

County's

Murray has now played the
region's top two teams close to

Tigers into a 12-10 lead at the

Trailing by 14 points at the
outset of the fourth quarter,
the Murray junior varsity

Your Choice
Our Reg
88 88
Ea.
AM FM 8-Tr. or Cassette
Originai equipment styling
Fits many U S cars, trucks

66.88

Sale Price

16.88

Muffler Installed
Heavy-duty. For many
US. cars, light trucks.
Single unit welded systems excluded
AddihONOI [Not& a, sonocosore extro

Our Reg 46 88-With Exchange

SK620C

SK6920C

Your Choice

39.88

*29

Our Reg
Pr, 34 88-39 88
Coaxial Speakers
or 6x9 two In one
speakers 20-oz magnets

36-Month Battery
Sizes for many cars and
light trucks Save now

FY.!AMC 0•004,10•111•1.
00.,10011 VIAMILIOVI

an* ••••• pena•• ',ken ON
rinkrE tr.e DO,
0,
On,
(I.
,
4•1:31011•11 •••••
,
WP
•I.7ar

.

Our
Reg. 10_88
Mechanics CiaePer,
With Headrest, 6.97

Our Reg, 7AS Velour

Seat Cushion .. 6.17

Our Reg.10.81116-pc.
Our Reg_ 22.88
V." Or. Socket
- 40-watt Power BoosSet
696
ter
16.97

U.S. Highway

641 N. Murray
411=11 lir-"4- 70°
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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SUN.,MON.,

AVING DAYS SALE

FS5121
da
"
C
r
lpen
t

MEP
(
-O
) LAROID

5.88

Kmarte
Sale Price
Less Factory
Rebate
In White With
your
Print
"Day 01 The Week"
Net
0 Cost
Box of 5
After
Our Reg.4.96

Our Reg
7 96 & 8 96

5.00

18.EIAfterFacoy

Misses' Plaid Western Shirts

3.66

Western shirts ore everapahere for fall but never better than at our price.
Polyester/cotton in spunky plaids.

Cotton Bikinis
Bikini panties in
misses' sizes. 5-6-7

19.97

/0 Off All
206

7.77

•OneStei;"Camern
Shoots 3' -infinity. Uses
SX-70' .film. „Strap.

Jewelry Boxes

Magimatic* Camera
Needs no batteries
, Uses 126 film. Case

In Stock

1011.111111•111•10
,

119.97 6.88

Electric Blanket
72x90" Print Blanket
Polyester/acrylic
Warm acrylic, 4double size, 1control.
nylon binding. Save
Our Reg.29.97 Double Size, Dual Control..26.88
Bulb Not Included

Our Reg.9.88

10A4

7.44

4-piece Rubber Floor Mat Set
Set include twin front and twin rear
auto floor mats in choice of colors.

Six Nest 5.,s3 %lO5I5.2
1 67

Floral Or Striped

Three Nest 15,00s2"-17‘11'6x26'
167
Two Nest 12s6:114•13s9s2"
076

2/s3

Set
Nest Box Choice
Set of 6 or 3 Save
Our 1.27 2-nest, 970

8.57
2-qt. Teakettle
Whistling model
Enamel on steel

r",•

Plug OuBet

12.88

111.4ro
d;±11
.,1110 ev.
orpoir. ILA
V/Ars
I.
it
\

Our 11 57

Our 1.77-1.97

Our Reg. 16.88

Warm Wool Plaid Hunting Shirt
Wool shirt for hunting or other outdoor activities, in choice of plaids.
Wesfem Cotton Flannel Shirts _12.88

II

0

Our 15.97

7.77
17-drawer Cabinet
For storing parts. 3
drawer sizes. Save

10.44

Handy Reel Light
20' 3-wire cord and reel
Our 14.88 Outlet Reel,9.88

Cafeteria Axicial

‘,.1i--1; 07FEI)
(
410.1-777"
7
:
,
-

Sunday,Dec.14
6:00 P.M.To 8:00 P.M.

K mart.
Sale Pnce

Prize Drawings At
6:30-7:00-7:30-8:00
Continuous Blue Lights

25.87
.00

Manager's Specials Selected
Items On Sale In Camera,

•10-cup Mr. Coffee' Brewer

TASTY FRIED CHICKEN DINNER
3 pieces of chicken, cole slaw, french fries, and
small salad.

With "Coffee- Saver" funnel,
25 disposable filters

Jewelry, Appliances
1.5-oz. Lotion
2.5-oz.•'Deodorant
2-oz.•'Cream Shave

1 1 1 1 1 1 101 01 i i il
1.8-oz. • Cologne
4-oz.' Powder

3-oz.' Deodorant
2-oz." After Shave/Cologne

•Net

our
ma
a
Christmas Saving-Store

Copyright 1980 by I( mart ` Corporation

K mart' MERCHANDISE
We Honor

my •

master charge

POLICY

Our firm Intention is to have every advertised Item in stock oriour shelves If on octwerhsed Item is not available for
. OurCtvale ore to any unforeseen retoson If mod will issue a Pain Check on request for the merchandise(one Porn
Ot Tealanabie faMilY quantity)to be purchbled at the Mb •
available or ell sell you a comparable
-wary son at a comporoble'mimeo° Sr prices Our
to cilvit
customers totem-eon

"111.
ir"
THE RAVING PLACE

'
• I ox

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
-
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LAKELAND OUTDOORS

t Blanket
lic, 4"

). Save.

New officers were named at the Christmas banquet of the Kentucky Lake Bass Club Sunday, Dec
New o cers are
sitting left to right, Bob Strode, president, Larry Camp Ace president, Boyce Baker secretary-treasurer, standing, left to
right, Alfred Dell tournament director, Robert Lowe assistant tournament director, Bob Burroughs assistant tournament director, and George Rehmus publkity director. Rehmus also was the outgoing president, for which he was
presented a gavel with his name inscribed on it.
Photos by Mary Barrow

ncluded

4

Award winners at the Kentucky Lake Bass Club Christmas banquet were loft to right: Mark Menendez, classic winner;
Larry Camp, Conservation award, Sportsmanship award, and fisherman of the year award; Danny Hendley, Big
Boss;
Bob Waldrop, Largest stringer of the year.

Shores on Kentucky Lake

DON McCLURE
GRAYSON McCLURE
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 mites Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 mites post Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop into Panorcentiond follow blacktop to your right

Telephone,502-436-5483

Al's
Home Improvement

SIDING

Quality Workmanship and Materials
Vinyl and Aluminum
Siding - Windows - Awnings - Doors Precast Unit Steps - Railings - Complete
Remodeling - Kitchens - Rec Rooms
"We cover not only siding - but windows, door casings IL
overhangs."

FREE ESTIMATES
436-2802

Murray

Store
OUTBOARDS

Darnell Marine Sales
Murray, Ky. 4207 1
Route 3 Box 80
Highway 94 East

(Pito% by Made II•erne)

s

Food&IA
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

NEW OWNER: Gary Darnell
BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES MARINE SUPPLIES

ra;nm's,x AMC,%leen

Hwy. 641 So,

Phone 753-8322

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

ault

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
Arid

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Hwy.641 North
bG=41k=11/4
14X

...osuraisamoups,

753-6448

Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
•
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N. 4th
753-0779

Kentucky tag on his farm in
Hopkins County. He says he's
learned from observing his
behind-the-fence herd.

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
•
•

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Hardin

-aahrar4•Moorr

( 502)474-7345 or 474-7211, ext. 171

always loses a lot of weight
during the rut," Lively commented. he guessed the deer's
present weight, even after a
heavy loss, at nearly 300
pounds.

"When the rut's on, Butts is
always on the move. He
always has some place to
I had learned about the
check out. He has scrapes animal over Lively's den table
throughout the 40 acres, and and a cup of coffee. But now it
was time to meet Butts in perhe checks them constantly."
Lively says another bit of son - eyeball to eyeball.
"He's coming across the
animal lore he's learned from
watching his deer is how they front yard," Lively said. "Go
react to foul weather. "Deer on out there and pat him," he
move more when it's raining. laughed.
I'd heard that laugh before
All this stuff about them getting in honeysuckle or pine when a friend lit an exploding
thickets just isn't true. Even cigar for me. But then old
in a pouring rain they're walk- Butts looked so friendly. I
ing around acting like they walked out the front door,
don't know they're getting camera in hand, and started
wet. And really I don't guess walking slowly toward the
they are. They just shake off deer.
But his greeting was none
once in a while, and I'm sure
the water never gets through too friendly. When he saw me,
the hair to their skin."
he froze, snorted, laid his ears
The deer forage constantly back on his neck and bristled
on their own, browsing on like a mad dog. Then he
honeysuckle or twigs, mun- lowered his antlers, and I
ching on an acorn. But their found myself an unlikely
staple is corn, supplemented target for an oncoming set of
• ivories. "Get back inside,"
by carrots and apples.
"Butts was fat as a young Lively yelled. Anything to
steer earlier in the fall, but he oblige!

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

arab

Hw.641 South

Kenlake Marina

ore

WAIL ABLE

Buttons, Jim Lively's "pet" whitetail buck "don't cotton to strangers." Kept inside his
owner's 40 acre, fenced estate in Evansville, the deer takes on all challengers to his
supremacy over the spread Lively says Butts has
lost a wrestling match.

tion for nastiness worked its
way through Lively's circle of
friends, several people decided to challenge Butts to
wrestling matches.
"Butts has never lost,"
Lively laughed. "He's pushed
several men right into the
pond. Once a wrestler and two
buddies came over to try him.
When Butts finished with
them, he had two up a tree and
one on top of a bulldozer. One
of the boys had a bad puncture
wound in the arm. My brother
had to go down there and
rescue them."
To keep Buttons company,
Lively has acquired six other
deer which stay in the compound: two whitetail does, a
sika doe,two fallow does and a
fallow buck named Dirty
Harry.
"Dirty Harry is a young
buck, and Butts tolerates him.
They spar around a lot,
crashing and rattling their
antlers. But when Butts gets
tired of him, he communicates
to Dirty Harry that it's time
for games to cease," Lively
said.
Butts' owner is an avid deer
hunter, and he usually fills his
Aimpommmunnomommiktk

appy
Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama

Rt. 5 Box 2059

A lot of people have watchdogs. But Jim Lively of west
Evansville, Indiana, is the only man I know who has a
watch buck.
"A dog will bark at an intruder, but old Butts wouldn't
make a sound. Anybody who
slips over my fence at night
has definitely got trouble,"
Lively said with amusement.
Butts' real name is Buttons,
and Lively's strange guardian
is a four-year-old whitetail
buck. The animal lives inside
Lively's 40 acre estate, which
is surrounded by a seven foot
cyclone fence."From the time
his antlers are fully developed
until he drops them off in late
winter, Butts don't cotton to
strangers," Lively said.
I'd heard about Buttons last
August when Lively and I
shared his boat on a Barkley
Lake white bass expedition.
Lively and his wife June keep
a houseboat moored at Eddy
Creek Port, and they spend
almost equal shares of time on
the lake and in Evansville.
"We got Butts from a
farmer," Lively told me.
"This farmer found him in the
spring of 1977, and he had a
broken leg. He set it and kept
him, feeding him on a bottle.
Then Butts broke the leg again
in a different spot. The farmer
took him to a veterinarian, but
he told the vet he couldn't keep
him. The vet called the game
warden, who called me, and
Butts has been with us ever
since." The leg healed perfectly.
Buttons' name came from
his antlers of that first fall:
two spiny protrusions the size
of a thumbnail. The second
fall the buck grew seven
points, the third eight, and this
year a massive 11 points. "At
least he had 11 until he broke
one off fighting my car
bumper," Lively laughed.
Wildlife officials regularly
warn people not to adopt deer
because few would-be helpers
have the facilities to raise and
care for them. Also, "cute"
whitetail bucks have a way of
turning nasty when they
mature and enter the rut
( mating season in the fall.
Numerous human foster
parents have been attacked by
their rut-crazed pets.
But Jim Lively seems to
have the problems under eontrol. First, his 40 fenced acres
include a mixture of woods,
lakes and fields. Butts is free
to roam the spread, leading a
normal, though restricted,
deer life. Second, Butts does
get intolerent, even threatening, to Lively during the rut,
but Lively "has a bluff up on
him."
"Oh, he tried me a couple of
times when he was younger. I
rattled his brain with a club,
and now during the rut he
might not like me, but he
respects me. And when he's
not rutting, he's like a pussy
cat. I can pet him. He'll eat
candy out of my pocket."
But he's not such a pussy cat
with others. As Butts' reputa-

By Wade horns

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

BUCKS
BODY SHOP

-
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FOUR WHEELING
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Survey By Offroad East

ZENITH
MODULAR
STEREO

k.)

it, it is still number one, and
that by no questionable
margin. It is the founding
father, the standard bearer,
the dogsoldier, and the commanding officer all in one
package - and only the neversay-done Toyota Land Cruiser
can approach it with the fierce
devoted loyalty of its ownership.
Fourwheelers have not
changed much in the past
twenty years, though today
there are many more of them.
Is it coincidence that the two
vehicles of choice _remain so
even twenty years later? In a
group where toughness is a
trademark, these two are
legends. And the saga continues.
Liifrok thrii the
Chrismtas toy books. Ever see
so many four wheel drives?
Wonckr what that might indicat# ten to twenty years
from now?

•

- fishing line
I remember one instance
when I was fishing in Crooked
Creek and Ricky Lowe came
along by himself. He set his
"spider" rig out and started
working a creek ledge about
20 yards away. He caught a
few nice crappie but this was
par for the course. Then all of
a sudden he had a pole to dip
slightly and then plunge down
into the water. Ricky set the
hook but the large fish took off
in a circle, tangling the rest of
his lines and poles, pulling
them out of their holders.
I sat there and laughed until
I saw the huge largemouth
bass that came to the surface,
amidst the tangle of lines,
hooks and poles.
Ricky began yelling for a
dipnet and since there wasn't
anyone in the boat with him, I
thought he meant for me to
help.
I didn't have a net either and
was 60 feet away, so Ricky
tried to hold the bass until he
could lip grab him.
You guessed it, the bass was
too big and too strong for a
Crappie hook and one man to
boat. He gave a final slap of
his tail before leaving the
scene for good. We can't print
the next few sentences that
were uttered, but Ricky Lowe
continues to fish his "spider"
rig.

1

1

Bidding material availabie
from FrnMA, County
Superv ISO,. Agricultural
Stlf1/1") Center. (P.O. Boa
818/ Short Jimtown Road,
Mayfield, KY
42088.
Telephone Number 5%247 9525. Seafori bids to
be opened at the above
address at 100 p.m.,
January 2, 1981.

WANT AO
CLASSIFICATIONS
Irsted here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for

/5J 7900

he Apple Tree School now has
openings for 2 year old
children. A limited number of
Openings are 'also available for
3-5 year old children.
Transportation provided to and
school
public
from
kindergarten programs. For information about quality child
care, phone 753-9356 days,
753-1566 nights, or visit the
facility at 1503 Stadium View
DrtvE
.w
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1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks

4. In Memory
S. Lost and Found
.Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. Foi Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnrshings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
IS. Sewing Machines
19. Fan Equipment •
M. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical

23. Exterminating

• CARTER STUDIO

27. Mobile Home Sales
M. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
31,,,farms For Rent
31. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers

•304 Main

753.8298

The Green Door, Dixieland
Center on Chestnut Street, will
be open Sundays from 1 to 5.
Free gift wrapping!
University Day Care and
Kindergarten will have some
full time openings for children,
January 1981. &liar classes
for all ages, in a state licensed
kindergarten 753-6199 or 7532967.

•
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52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered

54. For Trade

4
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55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column

57. Wanted

Lost White Cocker Spaniel
Spitz 6 months old, wearing
brown collar in vicinity of Murray Middle School 753-4009

9:Satiation WantedResponsible 12 year old girl,
who knows first aid, would like
to babysit your children in your
home Call 753-8527

14. Want To Buy
Want to buy: Standing timber.
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up. 7535592.

15. Articles For Sale
12 Speed Drill
Press, Wood BurFranklin
ning
Stove.

[

j
BIBLE CALL
Op
t -Examples of Conversion"' - 759-4444; g
17 "Joseph's Brothers" - o
O 759-4445.
5
0
wr0m0ww00W,00Vt1 COQ
•Will Wedding Bells soon ring?
Book with us early for o •
•beautiful set of Wedding Pic •
•turns.
•

24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services

Has mobile
i homes for rent.
I Students welcome!
Special
rates!! We also
have
special
a deals for lot renters! Come live
with us! 7533280.

I

TUCKER
TV.

2. Notice

OIL

rRIVERIA
COURTS

4), Greatly reduced 1,0!
time for Christmas

914 Culthroter Rd

nearly three fourths of the are average founvheelers for
survey indicated the four our own likes and dislikes
wheel drive they owned now closely related to the results
was not their first.
indicated by the survey.
A striking fact we have
()Brooders are rather active
in other areas: 69% are wondered about before also.
campers, 52% listing fishing, The Jeep CJ (little Jeeps) ac:39% boating, 3990 hunting, and counts for about one out of
19% involved in motorcycling. each twelve new four wheel
Responses to the question as drive rigs sold. Yet in any
to what part of fourwheeling survey of active four wheelers
was best liked centered on it is the vehicle of choice for
"getting away", challenge, 2/3 to 3/4 of them. Why? We
nature/relaxation, don't think its due to styling
freedom/solitude, people, and for the little booger hasn't
changed much since 1955. We
competition.
The most disliked thing doubt its due to comfort for
about fourwheeling was quite assuredly five hundred miles
clear-people, specifically in one of them will make you
drunks, rookies, showing off, seek friendships with
and land abusers. Other items chiropractors. Its certainly
frequent mention, were the,_pot yeti cheap when new, and
--fosts such- m-tquipment and -higher vita than any once
gas; breaking parts and well used. Its driving nature
vehicles repair; and and habits on the highway
border on the squirrel-like.
bugs/dust/litter/land abuse.
About one out of three four- But plainly in the offroad
wheelers attended ten or more bunch who are serious about
events in 1979. And about that
Jerry Moupin's
same number indicated they
/
•
would do so in 1980,
Some of these things carte
as no surprise and others we
frankly did not expect. It has
long been our realization that
there is a sometimes vague
dividing line in the sport - the • Fishing conditions are much
the same as last week with the
gulf between the true comcrappie and sauger heading
petitor and the rexlaxed easy
the list.
going trail rider. We have also
Minnows worked along the
observed over the years that
creek channels and deep dropabout half the folks like the
offs at 10 to 15 foot levels are
fourwheelings involved with
best.
clubs, and the other half
The water temperature still
prefer to solo it or go with a
remains in the low 50's and
close friend or two.- Maybe we
this should be ideal for crappie.
Sauger like the cooler, 40
degree waters best, but this is
mainly because they need it•to
spawn in early March.
Catfish below the dams.are
always on the move, but don't
always bite when you think
they should.
They seem to adjust to the
cooler water more easily than
gamefish however.
The wind hasn't been too
bad this week and a lot of folks
were able to fish their favorite
"spider" rigs on the ridges.
If you haven't tried this set
up yet, you should. It is very
easy to handle the poles by
yourself but it doubles the fun
Tammy Jones, Murray, took her first deer In the 681L
when you fish with a buddy.
youth hunt Nov 22, Tammy is 14 years old.
Another good point you should
consider is, whenever you do
find the level and location of a
school of fish, you can really
haul them in fast.
_Many times you will have
more than one fish at a time to
strike and this can really be
fun.

We recently read with a
,;reat deal of interest the
results of a survey conducted
(iffroad East. a monthly
consisting
publication
primarily of ()Broad advertising and articles on four wheel
drive events and products.
This survey was taken from
fourivheelers. in the eastern
hal( of the United States and
wa deeply appreciated on our
part since the great bulk of
four wheeler material seems
to originate from the Western
part.
The average offroad or fourwheeler whichever term you
prefer is about thirty years
a high school graduate,
works on the professional
nd earili&lout $15,000per year. About two thirds are
married although slightly
under half those responding
had children. Most own two
vehicles with one of them being an offroad vehicle. The
great majority of these offroad vehicles aeNeeps.
About half of )the fourwheelers. belong Id clubs. The
overwhelming response as to
what type of offroadings were
preferred was trail riding.
That is rather surprising in
view of the -fact that most
clubs and offroad organizations are coinpetively
oriented. ..Apparently the
energy crisis has had little effect upon the sport. Most
however, did indicate that
• economy would be an item of
greater concern in the
puVicase of their next rig, and

Horne Ad
ministration,
USDA,
desires to lease approximately 194 square
feet of air conditioned of
tics space within the city
limits of Murray, KY

5. Lost and Found

Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600

Farmers

1.

•.1r

By Ramp Brooks Jr
_w-iaWEENIMICARtattvgaimmEdEasumigAinejam

2. Notice

. e
1.legantirm

5. Lost and Found
Lost on 280 East, Pottertown
Road, a Hawk. Wearing a bell
around the neck and 2 leather
bands around it's feet. If seen
or found call 753-0736.

Ip<4.4,4.4,4.4,4.444.4.4.40.44441
LOST
t,
i
t Male Basset
g Hound in Cir- g
carama area. g
0: Red
collar.
Answers to f,
t "Bill." Child's t
g pet. Reward g
'offered. After g
0: 1:00 p.m. call
oc, 753-2484 or 11,,
t 753-8964 anyt.
.1

753-8786
Christmas sale! Club aluminum
7 piece sat, $27.99; 10 piece
set, $49.99; 11 piece set,
$59.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Double door; single doors;
closet doors; storm doors. See
at 104 N 12th.
Franklin wood burning stove.
753-9998.
Ladies bike, $35; men's bike,
$35; boys bike, $40; record
player, $20; student's desk and
chair combination, $25; lawn
mower, $75; fire screen, $15;
wall- pin- ball -machine: $50;
couch and chair, afee table,
$65. Call 753-8200.
Toy model trucks, several
models to choose from, great
for Christmas. Call 753-1372.

16. Home Furnishings
6. Help Wanted
CHIEF
PHARMACIST
for 218 bed Hospital
located in a beautiful
university community in

lake area of
western Kentucky. Excellent
benefit
program.
Salary
negotiable. Contact Ad.
ministrator, Murray
Calloway
County
Hospital, Murray, Kentucky 42071, 502-7535131.
twin

Antique day bed. Best offer.
• Call 753-6232.
Antique mahogany drop leaf
table, 6 chairs. Hotpoint 30"
electric range. Call 759-1322.
Christmas sale! Correlle Expressions, 20 piece sets, all patterns, while they last, $39.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Complete living room suite;
twin bed; and shelves. Call
753-8874. Frigidare refrigerator. Magic
Chef stove. Harvest gold. Call
753-7635 after 5 pm.
•
Portable dishwasher, avacado.
Call 753-9506.

Ce21411'

I'M BROKE TODAY-I'VE ONLY GOT A
PENNY

I'LL USE IT FOR
A PIECE OF
BUBBLE GUM

WHAT'RE YOU DO NO
DOWN IN "THE
BASEMENT,
•
HONEY?

AND DON4T CALL ME
HONEY!

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Conducted

healing
3 Visions
4 Stalk
5 Pronoun

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

4 Brief
9 Prohibit
6 Preposition
12 Ventilate
7 Lasso
13 Singing voice 8 Drift

Murray. took this eight point,
Garland Route
ISO pound buck Saturday, Dec 6 in Calloway County

Timmy

:IF

Ito lei to
SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mons
.ihfu Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

14 Beverage
15 Rather have
17 Mortar's
mate
19 Goal
20 Doctrine
21 Young sheep
23 Chaldean city
24 Retard
27 Bitter vetch
28 Malay canoe
30 Take out
31 Greek letter
32 Confirms
34 Negative prefix
35 Actual being
37 Mr Lincoln.
et at
38 Crony
39 Raises
41 State Abbr
42 Church service
43 Chop finely
45 Wander
46 Seem
48 More angry
51 Hindu cymbals
52 Flower part
54 Deposit
55 Female
sheep
56 Oozes
ST: Before

DOWN
1 Lick

9.Engagement
10 Everyone
11 Born
16 Falsehood
18 Sows
,
20 Difficulty
21 Pariah
22 Get up
23- Maior or
Minor
25 Assumed
name
26 Shouts
28 Letter abbr
29 Region
32 Eagle's nest
33 Plural ending
36 Specimen
1
12

2

u 0 41 SPURT MA U
MOO ODOM COM
MUUMUU MUM
OEM MUMID
DUE UMUMMUOU
MUM UMUU MU
MU GUMMI CUB
MU MUM UMW
UUMBLIMUU COM
BUM CUM
MOO MEDD=
A UM MOM
MRSYEARS WS
DYE
38 Oar
40 Breaks suddenly
42 Insane
44 Algonquian
Indian
45 Liquid amts

S

3

7

46 Devoured
47 Maul
48 Chart

49 Attention
50 Grain
53 Tellurium
symbol

III 1111:
94 10 11

1113

15

17

r
. TuRED ROBBERY

21
31

3?

is

ric TIN\ AT START OF
POST ROAD.SENO A
CAR FOR HIM,COLONEL.
ALSO TRACE STOLEN
TduCK OVER.

TO Fi ND Tk-IE
JUNGLE
MUGGERS!

L.11-1-THANKS
WHERE
ARE YOU
GOING 2

30

43
Si

52

55

1CoNro,„,

2 Goddess of

BEST

COPY AVAILABIX
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.Lost and Found
Lost White Cocker Spaniel
Spitz 6 months old wearing
brown collar in vicinity of Murray Middle School 753 4009

9. Situation Wanted
Responsible 12 year old girl
who knows first aid, would like
to babysit your children in your
home Call 753-8527

14. Want To Buy
Want to buy Standing timber.
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up 7535592

15. Articles iiiSale
12 Speed Drill
Press, Wood BurFranklin
ning
Stove.

753-8786
Christmas sale! Club aluminum
7 piece set, $27.99; 10 piece
set, $49.99; 11 piece set,
$59.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Double door; single doors;
closet doors; storm doors. See
at 104 N 12th.
Franklin wood burning stove.
753-9998.
Ladies bike. $35; men's bike,
$35: boys bike, $40: record
player, $20; student's desk and
chair combination, $25. lawn
mower, $75; fire screen. $15.
wail pin ball machine. $50:
couch and chair, coffee table,
$65. Call 753-8200.
Toy model trucks, several
models to choose from, great
for Christmas. Call 753-1372.

16. Home Furnishings
Antique day bed. Best offer.
• Call 753-6232.
Antique mahogany drop leaf
table, 6 chairs. Hotpoint 30"
electric range. Call 759-1322.
Christmas sale! Correlle Expressions. 20 piece sets, all patterns, while they last. $39.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Complete living room suite;
twin bed: and shelves. Call
753-8874.
Frigidare refrigerator. Magic
Chef stove. Harvest gold. Call
753-7635 after 5 pm.
Portable dishwasher, avacado.
Call 753-9506.

I DIDN'T THINK
THAT LOOKED RI6141

AND DON'T CALL ME
HONEY!

16. Home Furnishii4s 27. mobile Home Sales

43. Real Estate

White 1979 Kenmore heavy 12x70 Mobile home,
duty 60 washer, full size bed. Townhouse, 2 bedroom, 1'4
mattress, box springs, and bath new carpet $4750 Call
metal frame Call 753-6930
437-4955
17 Vacuum Cleaners 1914 Trailer, 12x65. 2
Electrolux Sales and Service bedroom, central heat and air
Make down payment, take over
Tony Montgomery, 753-6760
payments Call 753-7127

19. Farm Equipment

Puniest & Thermals
Isserence &
Reel Estate

43. Real Estate

(.1
css

Kee
C"ri
q
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i cSity
S
k1 SMurray,44
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7531222
AIM

BUDGET
PLF.ASER
Keep
warm
12x50 All electric furnished
economically
this
home. 15 miles east of Murray
winter
in this cozy 2
on private lot $140 per month
bedroom bungalow
rent. Deposit required. Call
located on quiet, no
753-8536
BOY MAJORS
outlet street. Very low
For rent Mobile home, 10012,
year-round
RFitL3-E8S0T8A0TE
utility
natural gas, furnished, near
bills, and for those cool
University Nice Prefer one
nights, a flickering
Services
male. Phone 753-3895 or 753don't know what it is my father does on \ wihProfessional
fireplace adds just the
rhe Friendly Touch
3482.
Wall Street, but it makes him sick."
right touch for comfort
',\ •--.00-.......0.-...-..--mr..cmocc.
For rent 2 bedroom trailer,
and atmosphere. AtONE-OWNER
near Murray No pets 489- 34. Houses For Rent
38. Pets-Supplies
tached 1-car garage
20. Sports Equipment 2611
HOME
For rent 3 bedroom house in Boarding and grooming for the
and beautifully landThe Pistol People. Invest in a
1713 Wells Ext. Excountry. 492-8225
scaped, shaded lot. Ofholidays! Daily or monthly
feeling of security, largest For rent Double wide mobile
tremely
b
1/2 well builtlbuiltb.y2-. I
fered at $34,600
rates
Heated
kennel
outwith
House
for
rent,
10
miles
home
from
on
permanent foundavariety, lowest priced, no
bath,
side runs. Hidden Valley Kenthrough Kopperud
registration or red tape in Ken- tion in Baywood Vista area, Murray on Highway 94 East, nels, 435-4481, Lynn Grove
home, carport. ilipRealty,711 Main,
tucky. Country Boy Store, 9 near Kentucky Lake. 3 long term lease available, $150
prox.
Sq.
1700
)
Ft.
i
COMMERCIAL
miles west of Hopkinsville junc- bedrooms, 2 baths, kitchen per month, deposit required. Dog obedience classes. AKC
wall-to-wall,
Carpeted
PROPERTY
tion KY 164-111. Hours 8-5, with refrigerator and stove, din- Call 753-5156 after 6 pm.
German Shepherds and AKC
electric heat, range,
4000 Square foot inSunday 12-5•(502)885-5914. ing room, living room, storage Nice 5 room country home with Austrailian cattle dogs. Call 1 disposal, spacious
i sulated metal building
room beneath outside patio.
1
bedrooms, situated in
Want to buy used Winchester Large shaded lot Central elec- cookstove, bath, and utility 436-2858.
on
acres located on
room.
1
Near
Murray.
Couple.
No
AA shotgurNulls. Will buy any tric heat. Rent $150 per monquiet neighborhood, Ti busy highway 4 miles
Four white puppies. 6 weeks
pets.
References.
Deposit
amount in good condition 753- th, plus $7.50 water fee.
well-landscaped lot. \
old, mother registered Pomerafrom Murray. Priced
$150. 753-7551.
8153 after 530.
nian. father registered
Many flowering trees,
Available December 15. 1980.
below replacement
storage building Phone 753-1721 after 4-30 Nice 2 bedroom home in coun- Minature American Eskimo.
22. Musical
cost,$70's. Phone Koptry. Grow your own garden lust right for Christmas! $35
exterior
newly h
pm, 753-3231 8 am to 4 pm.
perud Realty, 753-1222.
Owner will consider selling Call 489-2412.
painted. In low 40's.
Two or 3 bedroom completely with owner financing available.
CLASSIC
CHARM
furnished. May be seen at Coleman Real Estate, 753- For sale: Registered Minature
Want to buy a home but in1523 Oxford Dr. in
Dachshund poppies, also one 2
Shady Oaks between 8 AM and 9898
terest rates too high? If your inCanterbury
year old female. Call after 5
4 PM.
come qualifies, apply for an
Nice 2 bedroom lake home. pm, 753-7879.
Spacious 2-story home
LOW INTEREST RATE loan toTwo bedroom trailer in country, Rent now and be prepared for
lot,
wooded
on
day' The money won't last long
central heat and air. carpet. next summer. Deposit re- Labrador Retrievers. AKC. 1 economical gas heat, 4
champion bred. $150 Paradise
at this rate - so don t delay.
Call 753-6210 after 4 pm.
quired. Coleman Real Estate.
bedrooms,
4
baths,
ap2
Kennels, 753-4106.
Call Spann Realty Associates at
Two bedroom trailer, $60 per 753-9898.
Christmas
pliances, draperies in753-7724 today for further inmonth. Also 3 bedroom. 2 bath Nice 3 bedroom brick house for 39. Poultry-Supplies
eluded, sunken family formation.
Special
'trailer for $175 per month rent. 753-4566. ask for Robert Nine Guinea's for sale. Call
room with fireplace.
row Choice Of
Ledbetter Church Road. 354- Wiggins.
436-2745.
A Neer
Lot, 145x140 - appr
IIRUUT REALTY, /Rt.
6144
Ti. AMA. we* I100
:3200 sq. ft. under roof.
Kimball Piano
sonrog
Three
bedroom
p.
house, 40. Produce
NONNI. We. wed I ell.”
Owners
of
moved
out
Very nice furnished 2 bedroom spacious, quiet subdivision. 2
or Organ
FARMS HOMES
p.
state - $79,500.00 for
mobile home Call 753-8080 or car garage, central air, wall
BUSINESSES
011115995.00
153-9036 after 5 pm
Pt
1 quick ,;ale
heaters $350 month. Call 753LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
--_,,•-_-.7..k
."--.-_,-.....-...."...".."--."_-,.-....-_,-..-_,
Thurman's
9436
j
PROPERTY
p.
30.
Business
Rental Two bedroom house,
Listings neededl Offices
Furniture
753-8080
VEGETABLE
gas heat.
...^....--/.-.."....-0- - Coast to Coast. Buyers p.
6,-...-..."..e..-..c,...-- ,_-,.....208 E Main
married couple only, no pets or
MARKET
from
Murray Ky 42071
Everywhere. p.
Mini
children. References. 759Mr. Executive,. If you were ever
p.
3055,I 2th St
Warehouse
4401.
to believe an advertisement,. p. "Free" Catalog.
Responsible party to take up
STROUT REALTY
believe
753-3773
p.
this
one!
This
handStorage
Space
Three bedroom. 1 1'7 bath, fernc
p.
lot (*area OM.,
monthly payment on Spinet
some trilevel is brick and wood
p.
1111(••••. Rd
Fresh from Florida:
ed yard with patio. $300 monFor Rent
piano, less than a year old.
p.
Nanny Ily
with
wrought
iron
fenced
court
thly plus deposit Call 759Vine ripe tomatoes;
Clayton's, 753-7575.
p.
753-4758
yard. Now picture this home Pt
753-0186
4089 on Saturday call after 5
p.
Any/•••
Large
setting amongst dozens of tall p.
Spinet-Console piano for sale
navel
Pm
beautiful trees with a gorgeous
Wanted Responsible party to 3L-Want To Rent
oranges; Bell PepTwo bedroom, near hospital
lawn underneath This spacious Wooded lot provides serene set
take over Spinet piano. Easy
pers and Cucumhome has everything, game ting for newly decorated three
terms Can be seen locally. Two girls need furnished 2 Call 753-8049
bedroom
apartment
or
bers;
house 911 Waldrop Drive 3 bedroom.
Lettuce; New
room with free standing bedroom brick located lust
Write Credit Manager. P.O.
which
allows
small,
wellBox 207, Carlyle, IL 62231.
fireplace, family room with west of Southside shopping
crop
$300 per
Georgia
mannered dog Prefer' near Fireplace, month plus utilities.
cedar paneling, brick fireplace. Fenced backyard provides
all appliances.
Shure Vocalmaster PA Ex- campus 753-6744
pecans, walnuts,
built in bookcases (very warm security for small children and
Across from University 1-554cellent condition $1100. Six
Brazil
nuts
and
and inviting). U-shaped kitchen pets. Glassed in back porch
)ts. Foria
7221.
microphones and 4 stands, 32714--peanuts; Illinois red
has quality cabinets and loads lust off U-shaped kitchen pro$500. 753-6666.
Apartments for rent, near
Practically new 3
of ceramic 3 bedrooms, 3 full vides seclusion and privacy
and yellow apples;
downtown. Call 753-4109.
23. Exterminating
bedroom, with den and
baths...Call 753-1492. We can't Transferrable loan available
White
baking
For rent: 2 bedroom apartment. living room. No pets.
begin to tell it all! Oh yes. with lower than current in
potatoes, 50 lb.
Stove. referigerator, washer, $300 per month. Call
owner will consider partial terest rate
Dial 753ALL BUGS CALL
dryer, dishwasher furnished. after 5 p.m.,
financing and owner wants of- 1492 Century 21 Loretta Jobs.
bags.
753753-9240.
fer now! CENTURY 21 Loretta Realtors
2587.
Open from
8
lobs, Realtors.
011
Furnished apartment for rent.
***********
a.m. til 1 p.m. - 6
.44 t.
* Beautiful spacious*
$90 per month. Call 753-5292 36. For Rent
Days
Week.
a
*
home at the waters*
evenings.
Kelley's Termite
* edge of Kentucky*
We take food
bedroom
One
apartment,
near
& Pest Control
Look at this beautiful 3 * Lake. It is not only:
stamps. For quality,
Phone 753-3914 , University. $125. Call 753Log Splitter For Rent
acre mini farm. Located 3 * well built, secluded,*
8146.
lowest prices in
.4001P
fl
miles west of Murray. * and restful but, is*
Call 753-8201
One bedroom furnished aparttown!
Beautiful building spot.
* maintenance free and*
24. Miscellaneous
ment on Highway L21 North.
* can be divided into two
Firewood, seasoned oak and next to fairground. Single
*separate
living*
Pure honey for sale. 753-1790.
hickory, 18", 24". Chainsaws preferred No pets. Call 753* quarters. Enjoy the*
Getting Ready For
•
914 Coldwater Road
repaired. sharpened. Tree 3129.
I
* convenience of your*
Holiday Company, Rent
RIAI WAIT
removal. 489-2327, 489-2853. Two bedroom apartment,
41. Public Sale
* own private boat dock.:
A Carpet Cleaner
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Firewood, 18-24" seasoned, redecorated, adults, no pets. Today
* $59,500. Call today for*_.
mixed hardwoods, $25 per Lease and deposit. Call 753* an appointment to see*
New
listing.
bedroom.
3
2
full
MURRAY
RENTAL
8
SALES
JAMES'
rick, delivered. Call 753-8536. 9208 after 4 pm.
baths, brick veneer home. * this gorgeous home. *
753-8201
ANTIQUES
Seasoned firewood. Call 436- Two bedroom Townhouse apart1621 Keenland Drive. Home
ments. all carpet. range.
2758.
features Olympic size pool.
:
Two bedroom home*
Custom Stripping and
central heat and air. fireplace * with central heat and*
Repairing
and
Tele Star hockey. tennis, and refrigerator.dishwasher, Construction Heaters
burglar alarm system For more *air with walkout base-*
Refinishing. Custom
handball t.v, video game. Will disposal, washer-dryer hookup, For Rent By i2 A Day,
information call Purdom & * ment, located near*
Cabinets and Woodmake great Christmas gift. central heat and air 753-7559 Day or Week. Call
Thurman Real Estate, 753-:
Kentucky Lake. Ors*
Good condition, $20. Call 759- days or 753-7550 nights.
Murray Rental 8 Sales
working. No dipping.
4451. Suzy Wells 753-1585. *paved street, large*
1262.
Two bedroom apartment. near
Center 753-8201.
Hwy. 641 South
Geneva Jones 753-6557.
* wooded lot, outside*
University, $250 per month.
492-8850
25. Business Services Call
*storage. $15,900.
1-328-8364 or 1-247We Buy
Santa suit rentals. 759-4073.
4787
11/111•••1 1514144
*
And Sell
434-1410
area.
*
26. TV-Radio
Two bedroom duplex, available
We Have Chain Saws For
153•5115
.••••••• Duna
January
lobe*
1st.
S) 1•••
Woo.
furnishedThr
unIndoor sale. Saturday. Sunday.
Responsible person wanted to
Rent.
41••••••6•• •••01.•••••,
753-1222
furnished
Call
753-9400.
on
take up small monthly payment
Highway 280. 9 miles from
I
ta
,S3 9314
Call 753-8201
94. 4 miles from 121 Furon like new 25" color t.v. War- Two bedroom apartments. Call
*
'ranted Clayton's J 8 B Music, 753-4331 or 753-3530 after 5
paintings clothing etc
CONVENIENT
Merray-Callowey
753-7575
pm
LOCATION
*
County Realty
Near .a shopping
*
(502)753-1116
center,this 3 bedroom,
ANTIQUES
Santa Claus Suits For
304• 1211151
*
803 Sow*
11/z bath charmer
Rent. Perfect For That
Nharray, Ky. 42071
*
76"
9th Street
features a convenient
Christmas Party. Call
4************
kitchen, economical
753.1811
753.8201
U.
Lots For Sale
central
gas heat and
Paik.\
44\_
central
a i rTract of land approximately 17
37. Litfestock-SupOirTs Moving sale' Includes conditioning. A good acres, level. cleared. 372 ft.
Will be open this Sunday, 48 Feeder pigs, average 50 lbs. refrigerator, washer, dryer, buy at &18,900. Owner frontage lust past Kingswood
playpen. baby swing, and
has been transferred,
Subdivision. State Highway
753-5463 or 753-0144
various small appliances Call
immediate po.ssession.
December 14th from 1 REE
1550 $35.000 firm' Call 103MAR ARABIANS. visitors 753-9750. 915 N 16th St
921-1403 after 6 pm
Phone 753-1222, the
welcome! Give an Arabian Sunday.
Kopperud
p.m. to 5 p.m.
1 to 6. Flea Market, in
Realty
45-.Tarms For-Sale
horse for Christmas, Will old
"Home Team", action
country store by tracks.
deliver. 753-6126.
Potential', Prime location
Almo_ Lots of goodies'
number 753-1222.
18'7 acre farm with frontage
31:1i-el-SU Niles
Yard sale. 420 South 9111,
on 3 roads, 2 bedroom house
PRICE
JUST
AKC 2 year old Doberman, Saturday, 1000.
with good well With down pay
HORNBUCKLE BARBER ShOP
REDUCED
houseb:-)ken, obedience train 41.
ment, owner will consider
NALt
ate
Large older home at
'd, very friendly Buyer must
225 L. P. Miller St.
financing to qualified buyer
Low
cost
home
loan money
corner of 10th and
have fenced yard. Call 436
Across From Commenky Center
Don't delay call today for apwon't last long For applica
?851
Poplar Streets. Expointment. 759 1322 or 489Open Hours
lions. incomes can vary up to
cellent location close
2365.
MG Basset hounds, 4 males, $22.500 for
.r
i
t
five member
to city schools, public
Mon. 8. Tues. 7:30-12:30
.$125 duth. -Will hold for family Give
us a call now at
library, and hospital.
Christmas. 489-2599.
Closed Wednesday
753 1492 for information on
A good investment for 'ue for Sale 2-3.-bidroom
AKC Sh1h fru male and female, this 10 7/8% interest Yes. you
brick on 19 acres many shade
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. B:30- 12:30
only $33,500. Phone
,mall shaggy oriental beauties. read right under 11% on 025
trees, garden all new plumb
Kopperud Realty 753tampion
sired,
year
term
pet
show
and,
Dial
753 1492 We'll
ing Storm windows shed and
753-3685
1222 for full time real
quality $250 and up Call 522- help you Century 21 Loretta
garage Woodstove with all ww
estate service.
lobs. Realtors
6052
triple wall flu Call 435-419.‘
Christmas special' Truck tool
boxes, also tail gait protectors
Vinson Tractor Company, 7534892
1959 Ford Power Major
backhoe. Engine newly rebuilt
$3150. 753-9898.
New tractor tires on the farm
tire service. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892
One set of cattle racks for
Chevrolet truck. 753-5463.

2-8. Mob. Home Rents

1-,--/,•••-••arr...c.o•

k

1
k

k

JONES FRUIT

47. Motorcycles

50. Used Trucks

53. Services Offeror-

1980 Honda ATC 185 3wheeler, like new 753-4504
Honda mini trail, 50 cc Call
753-8809
1980 Yamaha YZ 250 dirt bike
$1000 Call 492-8930

1977 Chevrolet pickup Also a Insulation blown in by Sears
save on these high heating and
1980 Honda Call 489 2845
cooling bills Call Sears 153
1949 Dodge All original condi
free estimate
lion with side boards and extra 2310 for
body for parts Best reasonable
offer 901-642-2277 or 901
COURTNEY SMALL
-642-8961
ENGINE REPAIR 8.
48. Auto. Services
1978 Ford Custom F-150. 4.
SAW SHOP Coldwheel drive, 28.000 miles, inwater, 489-2853.
Set of chrome ET five spoke cludes a Pioneer super tuner
mags and tires good condition stereo $5000 7510195 after
Call /532410
4 pm
T-&-B ltestritial Carpet Clean
1978 Jeep pickup, automatic, ing 759-1147
41kUsed Cars
power steering. brakes, bucket Need work on your
trees? Topp1967 Buick Grand Sport seats. AM-FM. 30.000 miles ing pruning, shaping, com$3950
437-4967
plete removal and more Call
Coupe collectible. good condi
tion, minor repairs needed Call Wrecker 1967. 2'7 ton GMC BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
with 1973 Chevy 350 engine professional tree care. 753
753-8860.
1972 Buick 225. 4-door hard- Holmes wench $2000 or best 8536.
Painting . 'Paperhanging
top. engine and body good, offer. Call 474-2393.
General maintenance Free
needs transmission work. 53.1rvices Offered
estimates 75/-1987
$225. 753-0224 after 5.30 pm.
Concrete and block work Block
Plumbing and electric work
garages
basements:fdriv
eways,
1966 Chevelle convertible.
done Ronald "Red" Gerfin
walks,
patios,
steps,
free
$1495. Will trade. 753-3704.
estimates Charles Barnett 4354234
1803 College Farm Road.
753-5476
Concrete and block
1975 Cadillac Coupe Deville.
damage to front bumper. right Custom made cabinets music
work. Block garages,
fender and door $1500 or best centers, book cases. hutches
basements, driveways,
Reasonable 436-2566.
offer. Call 753-1827
walks, patios, steps.
Free estimates. Charles
1976 Chevelle Malibu Classic, Driveways and parking area'.,
white
rocked and graded Free
4-door sedan. 305 V8, power
Benson, 753-S476.
steering, power brakes, and air estimates Clifford Garrison,
18 plus mpg Good southern 753-5429
Stop! For all your repair needs.
car. $1950. 753-9181 or 753- Fence sales at Sears now Call roofing carpentry plumbing
8124.
Sears. 753-2310 for free and electrical work look no
more' Cali /53-9226 or 1531976 Chevrolet Caprice, ex estimate for your needs
9623 We'll do your lob large or
cellent condition, 753-9506.
Guttering by Sears. Sears consmall All work done to your
1979 Camaro Berlinetta, lots of tinous gutters installed per satisfaction
your
specifications
Call
Sears
extras. $5250. 435-4555.
Wet basement? We make wet
753-2310 for free estimate
1968 Delmont Oldsmobile. 4- Heating refrigeration, electrical basements dry, work completedoor, body and motor in good repair. Bob Refrigeration Ser- ly guarenteed Call or write
condition. $400 Call 753- vice. Hazel Kentucky 498-8370 Morgan Construction Co
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
5463.
or 753-7829. Bobby t.ockhart.
KY 42001 or call day or night •
1955 Ford 2-door sedan. V8
1-442-7026
straight shift. runs good. good • Make your photo a
Will haul driveway white rock
treasure with hand oil
restorable car $250 753-9181
• and tinting by:
and Ag lime also have any type
or 753-8124
• of brown or white pea gravel
1972 Monte Carlo, $325 111 CARTER STUDIO a Also do backhoe work Call
Needs some body work 753- • 304 Main
753 87981
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
9181 or 753-8124.
753-6763
K & K Stump Removal. Do you 56. Free Column
1975 Pinto wagon, 26 mpg, in need stumps removed from
top running condition power your yard or land cleared of Black long-haired. 7 week old
steering, power brakes Must stumps? We can remove puppies Already wormed. Call
after 5 pm. 753-2407
sell, make offer' 759-1975 or stumps up to 24' below the
ground. leaving only sawdust 577ftite
after 5. 436-2641.
and chips. Call for free Fraternity needs house.
1975 Plymouth Fury. Sc- PS. estimate.
furBob Kemp 435-4343 nished if possible. 4 or more
Pb. 4-door sedan. $1095. 753- or Bob Kemp Jr 435-4319
bedrooms Call 767-2342
1698.
1965 Thunderbird, excellent
shape. new motor, new
transmission. 4 new tires. all
new brake system. 753-1217.
1974 VW Dasher. 4-door sta
tionwagort•automatic and air
good condition, nice. $1750
Call 753-9181 or 753-8124

JUST IN TIME
FOR CHRISTMAS
Beautiful Red and Black

3

a Size

Student Guitars

CHUCKS MUSIC

50. Used Trucks
1976 Courier Excellent condi
tion 1803 College Farm Road
753-3704 Will trade

1411 Main

'
•••

Estate Liquidation
11% Owner Financing!

MR? NIS
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The above described home, located at 1627 Hantilten Aso (lest
west el
MSU), will be offered for sale at an OPfll NOUSE Sunday
afternoon, December 11, 1900, frees 2:00 p.m oil 100 p.m. The hone" contains
2,120 tq ft
entier roof end 1,539 sq. ft. (of IlvIng area. The hews* was
Wilt In the mid
11/50's mod has been well taken care of. The offering price
is 543,900.00
The lowlier hes agreed tio finance the sale with
$7500.00 down end the
below* at 11% for 25 years. Sefoloct to approved credit.
The sneetfoly
payment Is 356.70 per month for principle end Interest with the
prim* rave
at 20%, local loetes financing at 15°, or higher, end an
•spectetioe of high
rates until perhaps senonter Vf• think this offers•enimpe
opportenity. If
Tee are interested make year plans to come et 2:00 p.m.
2:30 may be tee
lets.

Offered. Exclusively By

JOHN SMITH,REALTOR
b41 North across Irons Boston Tea Parts
Phone 753-7471 Around the (lock

—

$r•it..... -
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FUNERALS
George Morgan,
78, Dies Friday
In Local Hospital
George Morgan of 205 Ash
Street, Murray,died Friday at
12:15 p.m. at the Intensive
Care Unit of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was 78 years of age and was
born March 3, 1902.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Mary Cain,
Ontario, Cal.; one son, Robert
Morgan, Williamsport, Ind.;
one sister, Mrs. - George
Louise) Fisher, and two
brothers, Gray and Roy
Morgan, all of Dover, Tenn.;
five grandchildren; three
great grandchildren.
The Max Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of the
funeral and burial arrangements.
•

Funeral For
Steve Jones
Scheduled Today
The funeral for Steve Shane
Jones,4, will be held today at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Elijah Balentine officiating.
Burial will follow in the
cemetery at the New Jenny
Ridge Pentecostal Church
where the the little boy attended church services.
The little boy died Thursday
about 9:30 p.m. in a fire that
destroyed the Jones' home
near the Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church off
Highway 80 betweed -Hardin
and Aurora. His sister, Jennifer Jones, 9, suffered burns
over 30 per cent of her body
and was taken to the NortonChildren's Burns Center in
Louisville for treatment.
Steve was preceded in death
by his father, Andrew Jones,
who died in an industrial accident at Calvert City on Oct. 16,
1978.
Survivors include his
mother, Mrs. Nelda Futrell
Jones, Hardin Route 1; three
sisters — Mrs. Cindy Gibson,
Scottsburg, Ala., Mrs. Angie
Underhill, Dexter, and Miss
Jennifer Jones, Hardin Route
1; grandparents, Mr.and Mrs.
Carl Jones, 411 South Ninth
Street, Murray, and Mrs.
Laura S. Morrison, Miu'ray.

Youth Group,
Children's Choir
To Present Music
The Youth Group and the
Children's Choir will present
special music at the 5:30p.m.
worship services on Sunda-yr,
Dec. 14, at the Grace Baptist
Church, 617 South Ninth
Street, Murray.
At the 10:45 a.m. service on
Sunday the Church Choir will
sing "Beautiful Star of
Bethlehem." Leland Peeler is
music director with Terry
Downey as organist and Anita
Underhill as pianist.
The pastor, the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe, will speak at both services.
Nursery workers will be
Robbie Hale, Vicki Maynard,
Frances Wyatt, and Roberta
Hall. For bus information persons may call Don Hale at 7533063.
Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent
will be at 9:45 a.m.Sunday.
The church wide Christmas
fellowship will be at 6:30 p.m.
on Thursday, Dec. 18, at the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank.

'King Of Kings'
To Be Cantata
At Methodist Church
"King of Kings" will be the
Christmas Cantata to be
presented by the Chancel
Choir at the 10:50 a.m.service
on Sunday, Dec. 14, at the
First United Methodist Church. No 8:45 alit. service will
beheld.
Paul Shahan is the director
with Bea Farrell as organist.
Guest soloists will be Irma
Collins and Larrie Clark.
At 6 p.m. on Sunday a
church wide covered dish supper will be served followed by
a giving tree celebration,
candlelighting service, and
program by the Children's
Choir and the Handbell Choir.

Church To Present
Christmas Pageant
The Christmas Pageant will
be presented at the 9:45 a.m.
services on Sunday,Dec. 14,at
the St. John's Episcopal Church.
Acolytes will be Heather
Doyle, Ben Moore, and Brian
Doyle. Lay readers will be Bill
Kyle and Frank Blodgett.

Christmas Church Wide Dinner Set
The annual Christmas
church wide covered dish dinner will be held at the First
Christian Church on Sunday,
Dec. 14,at 5:30p.m.
The afternoon events will
start with the Hanging of the
Green at 4:30 p.m. in the sanctuary followed by the traditional Christmas play by the
After School Bible Club and
Extras at 5 p.m.
Also in the Fellowship Hall
at 6:15 p.m. will be the God
Squad Odyssey performance
of the program titled "A New
Christmas" and finally the
coining of a surprise visit
from Santa Claus.
The traditional play,"Who's
That Kid in the Manger" was
DECK THE HALLS — The Murray High School PTO Christmas program is scheduled at
written by Lillian Olazabal.
7 p.m. Monday, Dec. 15,in the school cafeteria. The program will be presented by the
Vicki Denton and Cindy
stage band, the chorus and members of the speech department. A short business
McKnight will be the direcmeeting will be held. The band will be directed by Charles Cobb, the chorus by Joan
tors.
Bowker, and the speakers by Mark Etherton. In photo are, from left, Amy Ross, Shelia
Playing parts in the play
Vickers, Kevin Cole, Donna Boone, student teacher Karen Atkins, Bill Boone and
will be Mary Smilley,
Tonya Harris.
Stephanie Howell, Leigh
Stickler, Stacy McMillin, Jenny Behling, Brook Minner, Cut
Culek, Emma Shaw, Leigh
Ann Parker, Robyn Herndon,
present
a
Christmas
musical,
The Children's Choirs of the
Steve Robinson, Stephanie
"Twinkle,
Twinkle, Little Lucas, Kevin Fleming, Casey
Memorial Baptist Church will
Star," at the 7 p.m. worship McNutt, Jamey Hankey,
,
services on Sunday,Dec. 14,at Michael Robinson, Christy
The St. Leo's Catholo
the church.
Church with the Rev. Martin
Hankey,Brandon Lucas,Scott
Milton Gresham is the direc- McKeel, Brian Daughaday,
Mattingly as celebrant will
tor of music and youth of the Devin Perkins, John Michael
have masses at 6:30 p.m. tochurch.
day and at 8 and 11 a.m. and
At the 10:50 a.m, services,
4:30 p.m. on Sunday.
John Dale will speak on
Religion classes for Grades "You Can Depend On Him" the pastor, the Rev. Dr. Jer1 to 12 only will be held Sun- with scripture from Proverbs rell White, will speak on
The Rev. Billy Turner will
"Receiving and Giving the
day.
3:5-6 at the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m.
Weekday masses will be at service and on "Can He De- Greatest Gift" with scripture speak at the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
6:15 a.m. Monday, 4:30 p.m. pend On Yipu?" with scripture from Luke 2:25-35 and John worship services on Sunday,
Tuesday and Wednesday, 10 from II Cefr. 4:1-7 at the 6 p.m. 1:9-13. Halford Beane will Dec. 14, at the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church. Jim Neale
a.m. Thursday, and 2 p.m. service on Sunday, Dec. 14, at serve as deacon of the week.
Special music will be by the will serve as deacon of the
• the Seventh and Poplar
Friday.
Jubilee Ringers and Anne week.
Liturgical appointments for Church of Christ. Directing the music will be
Lough. Margaret Wilkins is
December include Frank and
Assisting in the services will
Tommy Scott with Patsy
organist.
Bill Boone, Rick Phillips, be Tommy C,arraway, Jerry
Volunteer nursery workers Neale as organist and Susie
Rosemarie Bogal, Norma Bolls, Ed West, Gene
will be Donna Almond, Bruce Scott as pianist. Special music
Vella, John Farrell, John and. McDougal, Mike Lyons, Danwill be by the church choir at
Connie Boltz, Caolyn Ramsey, n1 Cleaver, Noah Wheatley, Thomas,and Kelly Thomas.
Church Teaching with the morning hour and by the
Bob Garland, Victor Froinin, Chuck Adams, Amos Hill,
Clarene Kurowski, Tad and Ricky Cherry-, Ray Karraker, Ralph Bogard as director will youth choir at the evening
Jeffrey Dowdy, Jimmy Kelly, Ben Brumley. Kim Weather- be at 9:40 a.m. and Church hour.
Sunday School will be at 10
Jimmy Jones, Kenneth ford, David Wright, Roy Har- Training with Glenn Hale as
director will be at 6 p.m. on a.m. and Church Training at 6
Mikulcik, Ed Fenton, John mon, Edgar Rowland. and
p.m.
Sunday.
Evans, Tom Dowdy, Larry James0. Lamb.
Krouse, Ricky Phillips, Eldon
•
Teen nursery helper will be
and David Heathcott, Forrest Gay Evans and special class
Priddy, Mike Stepto, Cindy helper will be Tern Roberts.
Baer, Bob Garland family, Serving on the extension
Paul Kurz family, Clarenc department will be Gene
Kurowski, Pam and Max McDougal and Joe Thornton.
Underwood, and Tony MonBible study will be at 9:45
tgomery.
a.m.Sunday.

St. Leo's Church
To Hear Mattingly
During Masses

Choirs To Present Music
John Dale To
Speak At Seventh,
Poplar Church

Billy Turner To
Speak At Services

Murphy,and Amy Roos.
The God Squad-Odyssey,"A
New Christmas" rendition
features MisSi Farris, Melanie
'Roos, Christina Howell,
Lillian Olazabal, Amy Roos,
Stephanie Howell, David
Robinson, Stephanie Lucas,
and Debbie Roos.
Mrs. Peg Heintzelman will
be director, assisted by her
husband, Ken, and Diana and
Mark Underwood.
The Christian Women's

Fellowship will be in charge of
the covered dish dinner. All
families and members of the
church are invited to attend, a
church spokesman said.
The Rev. Dr. David Roos
will speak at the 10:45 a.m.
services on Sunday with
Margaret Boone as choir
director and Maxine Clark as
organist.
The powers on the communion table will be in memory
of Ray Sinclair by the family.

First Baptist To Hear Music Program
The Christmas Music program will be presented by the
Ladies Bell Choir, Adult Bel
Choir,
Instrumental
Ensemble, Sing and Tell,
Church Choir, and congregation on Sunday, Dec. 14, at 7
p.m. at the First Baptist Church.
At the 10:45 a.m. services on
Sunday the pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker, will speak
on "God's Unspeakable Gift!"
with scripture from II Corinthians 9:15. Bill Adams, Jr.,

o

deacon of the week, and the
Rev. G. T. Moody, associate
pastor, will ass& in the services.
Wayne Halley, minister of
music, will direct the music
with Joan Bowker as organist
and Vicki SorroW as pianist.
Special music will be by Sing
and Tell, the Church Choir,
and the Carillon Bell Choir.
Sunday School willbe at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training at 6
p.m.
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15.99 apr
GMAC rates on
New Chevrolets Until
Jan.2,1981
on 48 Months
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
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Keep That Great GM Feeling

753-2617

641 South
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tchenAi
Holiday Sale
(drimazinim i
KitchertAid
Portable
Model KDD-68B

Open Mon-Fri. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sundays 1-5 p.m.
Now Till Christmas
-41i1N044iPet..t
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Give
Pfaltzgraff
Glass Crocks.
And Save.
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• Sound Absorbing Insulation for Quietness
• TriDura Porcelain-On-Steel Wash Chamber—Exclusive
• Multi-Level Wash System
•"Load-As-You-Like" Random Loading

'399
KitchenAid

NARFE SPEAKE▪R — U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard was the
special guest speaker at the annual National Association
Retired Federal Employees (NARFE) Christmas luncheon
Friday at the Colonial House. About 78 regular and
associate NARFE members attended the luncheon. A
short business meeting also was held.

NEW ENERGY SAVER IV DISHWASHERS
I
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How Can You Save On
AEtna Car Insurance?

'
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Let's Count The Ways:
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Pfaltzgraff Glass Crocks with authentic stoneware covers with exelusive Pflavor-lock air tight seal"'
store more things, more beautifully.
And now they do it economically,
too. With beautiful low prices.
Village
Heritage
Yorktowne -

45 Piece Sets

$725°
20% Off

All Yorktowne Accessories
-

Dated ot" 7441,4
Located 1 mlle East on Hwy. 94
_.4

BUILT-IN
OR
CONVERTIBLE '
9

When you insure-your_car with our agency
and /Etna Life & Casualty, you may qualify for a
number of important discounts if, for example,
you're:
• A carpooler
• A multi-car family
• A good student and/or a graduate of driver
training
• An accident-free driver
• Willing to increase your deductibles
An /Etna auto policy also provides you with
total insurance protection backed by 24-hour
claim service —countrywide.Call our agency today.

KDI 59
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Think Positive. Think /Etna. Think...
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K ING-LAN DOLT

OF

INSURANCE CENTER
MURRAY

Cut your utility bills.

Why keep your hot
water heater set at 140° or higher just for the sake of your
dishwasher? All KitchenAid Energy Saver IV Dishwashers heat their
own water in every complete cycle.

- 1713
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Ph. 753-8355

DAVID KING•GENE LANDOLT.ADELE KUPCHELLA
•
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

753-8738
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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